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Registrar, Educational Services Combined; Maddry Leaves
•!•<*•
by Robert Levy
Within a series of administrative
changes announced by President
Lockwood this fall, the offices of
Registrar and Educational Services
have been consolidated. Joanne
Miller, previously assistant
registrar, will be taking over the
day-to-day operation of the
registrar's office in the capacity of
associate registrar. Ralph Maddry,
the registrar, left Trinity last week.
The duties previously performed by
the registrar will be shared between
Miller and Dean Robbins Winslow.
Because of the extra duties Winslow
is assuming, his title will be ex-
panded to Dean of Educational
Services and Records. Winslow's
new title becomes official on
November 1, 1977. Both Miller
Dean Robblns Winslow
and Maddry declined to be in-
terviewed by the TRIPOD.
The consolidation has provided
the College with the opportunity to
create the post of Associate
Director of Public Relations. Kathy
Frederick, formerly assistant to the
President, has been named to fill
that position.
In a TRIPOD interview,
Winslow commented that his new
duties will not cause him to spread
himself too thin. He will have
new responsibilities, but several
tasks he has performed in tne past
will be shifted elsewhere. For
example, in the past Winslow has
been responsible for the open
semester program, interdisciplinary
majors, the graduate fellowship
committee* and honors day. All
these functions will be passed on to
Dean Spencer, the Dean of Studies.
Also, the Audio-Visual Department
will now report to John Wooley, the
Austin Arts Center's Administrator
and Technical Director, instead of
Winslow.
Formerly, it was the registrar's
province to draw up outside reports.
This duty will now be undertaken by
Winslow. One such report that
Winslow is already considering^ is a
report to the faculty, containing
information on students who decide
to leave Trinity, drop out, or study
elsewhere. Winslow will also be
making reports to HEW on such
things as the number of students in
each class attending Trinity.
The reorganization of Winslow's
and Registrar's offices should
Women Organize
by Debbie Buchwald
On Tuesday, September 27, the
Women's Center had its first
organizational meeting. Ap-
proximately fifty female students
attended. Also present were the nine
faculty, staff and administration
members, all women, who up until
that night had been the entire
steering committee for the center.
The purpose of the meeting was
to elect three students who would
join the steering committee as
representatives. The students
elected were Joyce .Fletcher, Helen
Morrison, and Scotte Gordon. The
There will be a talk entitled
"The Free Speech Delusion"
given by Bill Puka today
(Tuesday Oct. 4) at 4:15 p.m.
in Wean Lounge. It will deal
specifically with the new (and
selectively disseminated) pro-
posal by the Academic Free-
dom Committee which at-
tempts to justify punishing
those who protest certain
college functions by disrup-
tion. We will also discuss the
question of why students do
not have a significant say (e.g.
a sizable vote) in rules of this
sort which are disigned to
govern them.
other members are Anne Boor-
nazian, faculty secretary for
economics, Noreen Channels,
assistant professor of sociology,
Kathy Frederick, associate director
of public relations, Jean King,
assistant director of career coun-
seling, Dianne Hunter, assistant
professor of english, Ann Leven-
thal, coordinator of the Women's
Center, Judy Rohrer, co-ordinator
of the Women's Center and artist in
residence, art history, Rita Smith,
Recorder, and Diane Zannoni,
assistant professor of economics.
The function of this committee is
to bring all women on campus
together, through the center,
regardless of age. They will also be
responsible for planning activities
and managing the funds for the
center.
In addition to the final for-
mation of the steering committee,
many collectives were formed. These
collectives will study groups dealing
with women's issues such as rape
and abortion. However, they are not
limited to feminist issues. There are
collectives for art and handicrafts as
well as planning coffeehouses and
expanding the center's library. The
role of the center on the whole is to
educate women on issues with which
they are directly concerned, and to
unify the female segment of the
Trinity community through con-
structive action and dialogue.
provide a boon to students in-
terested in studying elsewhere. In
the past, if a student desired to
study outside Trinity, s/he would
first see Winslow who would ap-
prove the project. Then s/he would
have Miller approve the credit. S/he
would then meet with a faculty
advisor. After the reorganization, a
student need only see Winslow, who
will approve both the project and
the credit. Then, of course, the
student must still meet with his or
her advisor.
To facilitate this new system,
Winslow's office will be joined to the
Registrar's office so that Winslow
may have easier access to student
records. Winslow noted that, since
he will be able to utilize the records
more readily, his writing of outside
reports should be facilitated.
Also, in the Registrar's office,
operations will be made more ef-
ficient. Plans are in the works for
computerizing the tabulation of
students' grade point averages.
Presently, the grade point averages
are computed with hand
calculators.
President Lockwood has written
a general description of both
Winslow's and Miller's new duties.
In his discussion, Lockwood states
that Miller will run the Registrar's
office on a day-to-day basis, will
oversee the staff and will make
assignments. Dean Winslow is given
"general direction and overall
supervisor responsibilities" of the
Registrar's-, office. Winslow
and Miller will work in tandem in
several activities concerning the
operation of the Registrar's office.
Winslow sees his new duties as
comparable to those he held
previously. It might seem that by
joining his office and the Registrar's
office further bureaucracy would be
created. Winslow made assurances
that the opposite is, in fact, true.
Not only will the new set-up reduce
costs, but it should prove less
confusing to students who desire to
study elsewhere than Trinity. The
new arrangement, will also aid
Winslow in doing outside reporting
as he will have better access to
student records.
In charge of the transition is
President Lockwood who has several
administrators, including Miller
and Winslow, reporting to him on
the progress they are making.
Winslow's new responsibilities do
not officially start for several weeks.
Nevertheless, he is already at work
on updating a study done three
years ago on course distribution.
Winslow also noted that despite the
combining of the two offices, there





The SGA meeting of September
28 was the scene of an intense
debate regarding the legitimacy of
its constitutional procedure. The
catalyst of the discussion was the
freezing of funds for several
organizations.
TCBWO was affected by
slipshod clerical procedure. Last
year, TCBWO submitted an up-
dated constitution, which was
misplaced by either SGA or the
Office of Student Services. The
current Constitution Committee
chairperson, Tami Voudouris, sent
TCBWO a letter requesting that the
constitution be resubmitted. This
has not been done as yet, since
•TCBWO doesn't have an extra copy
of their constitution. Both TCBWO
and the Budget Committee
mistakenly understood the letter to
mean- that TCBWO's funds were
frozen.
One TCBWO spokesperson
complained that the organization
was unable to straighten out its
problem because of the "in-
visibility" of the Constitution
Committee. SGA President Seth
Price told her that the committee
could be reached by a call to the
Student Government Office.
. The incident has caused
TCBWO great embarrassment, as
they were unable to pay a speaker
whom they had previously engaged.
SGA has accepted full blame for the
mixup, and will write a letter of
apology.
A more serious problem arose
over the constitution of TCB.
According to guidelines drawn up
by the SGA, the constitutions of all
organizations must contain a clause
saying that membership is open to
all members of the student body.
TCB's constitution did not contain
this clause; therefore its funds were
frozen. ' . ' " . ' •
TCB made it dear that they did
not object to inserting the mem-
bership clause. Rather, they
questioned the SGA's authority to
review constitutions.
The argument centered around a
letter written nearly two years ago.
Following Joke Night, V.P. Thomas
Smith and Prof. Robert Lindsay
sent a letter to President Lockwood
suggesting guidelines for dealing
with racist behavior. One of the
recommendations was that SGA
meet with all organizations at the
beginning of every academic year.
Instead, SGA decided to
periodically review the constitutions
of all organizations.
Spokesmen for TCB maintained
that by not following the recom-
mendation, SGA was not acting
legitimately. Repeatedly, SGA was
asked what right it had to set up
guidelines and enforce them. TCB
insisted that either all funds should
be frozen until the procedure was
changed, or that TCB's funds
should be released.
SGA's position was that as
elected representatives of the entire
student body, and as the ultimate
controller of the student activities
fee, it has both the responsibility
and the right to establish a
reviewing procedure.
One member said that SGA "is a
legislative body with control over
itself," and is not "spoon fed"
guidelines by the administration.
Constitution Committee member
Bob Herbst added that "a
recommendation is exactly that." It
does not need to be follower to the
l e t t e r , " . ' ' ' • • • . . :
TCB feels that this policy has led
to high-handed action by the SGA.
TCB spokesman Alan Martin said,
"You're only doing what you want
to do."
SGA member Roy Childers
pointed out that the people who had
drawn up the constitutional
guidelines have graduated. Many of
the current SGA members were still
in high school when Joke Night took
place. Martin countered that the
SGA as an organization is
responsible for its actions, past and
present.
SGA member Phyllis St. George
moved that a subcommittee be
formed to review the Constitution
Committee's past and current
procedure and to draw up an official
policy for future constitutional
review. "There has been a com-
plaint from the student body." she
said." "Therefore, SGA should
examine itself and make its report
available to the students." Both
SGA and TCB members spoke
against the necessity of a sub-
committee, and the motion was
defeated.
After nearly an hour's
discussion, TCB revealed that they
had in fact added the necessary
clause to their constitution.
Chairperson Voudouris promised
that the Constitution Committee
would review it immediately.
Other committee reports are
summarized as follows: COLLEGE
AFFAIRS: Prof. Sonia Lee resigned
as chairperson; Prof. Jane
Millspaugh and Phyllis St. George
'79 will replace her.
COURSE EVALUATIONS: The
computer program of the numerical
evaluation has been made up and
sent out. Volunteers will soon be
cont. on page 11
leorge Y o u l
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Crandall Explains Lack of Heat
by Alan Levine
Last week, when the weather
was cool and damp, many students
began wondering when, if ever,
Buildings and Grounds would turn
on the heat. There was a wide-
spread belief that every year B &
G turns on the heat on October 1,
regardless of the weather. How^
ever, by the time this issue of the
TRIPOD appears, according to Riel
S. Crandall, Director of B & G,
Trinity buildings should have had
heat for 4-5 days.
Crandall explained that there is
no specific starting date. He simply
listens to weather forecasts and
tries to work accordingly. Crandall
admitted that he should have
turned on the heat earlier, but he
took a gam&le and listened to the
forecasts which predicted warm
weather. "Because of tremendous
costs, I hate to turn the heat on
when it's not needed," said the
cosf -conscious Crandall. After all,
he has over one million square feet
of building space to heat. However,
with the cool weather continuing
into last week, he decided to start
turning the heat on last Monday.
Crandall noted that it takes one
to two days for the heat to begin
functioning normally. For example,
in McCook the water in the pipes
is used both to chill and to heat the
building. To switch over to heat,
the water must be disconnected
from the chillers, then connected to
the heaters and finally warmed up.
Heating the campus buildings
Child Abuse Examined
by Andrea Pereira
Each year at least 2,000 child-
ren in the United States die as a
result of physical abuse. In Con-
necticut alone, over 3,000 cases of
abuse or neglect have been repor-
ted thus far in 1977. Beside the
physical abuse which is most
widely publicized, children are also
victims of sexual and emotional
abuse as well as neglect. Children
are beaten, starved, chained, ver-
bally abused, raped,..'the heinous
list is extremely extensive.
Abuse and neglect of any sort
seriously jeopardize the entire life
of the child. If a child does survive
such treatment, physical deformity
is only one problem. Even more
extensive is the psychological
damage which the individual sus-
tains long after childhood. It is well
know,n that most abusive parents
were abused cmldreh themselves.
Hence, child abuse is a self-
perpetuating cycle of violence.
This Violence is a community-




Some of us were surprised
when we got back and found
Harriet Smith, '77 on campus.
After all, we'd watched her receive
her diploma a few short months
before. She is no longer here as a
student, but as Assistant Director
of Admissions.
Her job is a busy one. Besides
reading some 1500 application
folders. Smith conducts interviews
and goes on recruiting trips. She is
currently co-ordinating weekend
activities for the sons and daugh-
ters of alumni. In addition, she is
the Admissions Office liason with
Cerberus, of which she was presi-
dent during 1975-1976.
This week. Smith will begin a
five week recruiting trip, traveling
in Connecticut, Rhode Island,
northern New Jersey, and the.
Washington, D.C. area. She will
visit both public and private
schools. Special attention is being
given to inner-city schools in the
Hartford area. While Admissions is
trying to attract a more diverse
student body, Smith points out that
this effort is in part thwarted by the
image that the reports of high
school guidance counselors, and
Trinity students and alumni pro-
ject.
Smith first heard of Trinity from
a neighbor, and applied for admis-
sion in 1972. She has retained her
enthusiasm for the school and feels
that Trinity has so many different
strengths that it is impossible to
decide on its strongest drawing
point. For someone seeking a
small, co-ed college in urban New
England, she says "Trinity is your
real choice."
alleviate the problem exist in our
own community and, across the
nation. One outstanding effort is a
group called Parents Anonymous.
PA groups are available across the
United States to help abusive
parents to overcome their problem.
It is a self-help group in which
parents can share their experiences
and offer a mutual support network
for any member in a crisis
situation. Thus far, these groups
have been extremely successful.
The Care Line, which is oper-
ated by the Connecticut Child
Welfare Association, also deals
with crisis situations. It is a 24-hour
help line which offers immediate
counseling and referral services.
The Care-Line then relays infor-
mation to Parents Anonymous who
can call back at a later date for
more personal contact with the
parent.
The Connecticut Child Welfare
Association works long and hard to
deal with the problem of child
abuse, Yet the problem is so
extensive that it can only be dealt
with by the whole community. The
CCWA is located in Hartford at 55
Elizabeth St. If you want to know
more, contact our Internship Coor-
dinator at ext. 419. In the words of
Parents Anonymous, "...because it




On Monday night, October 10,
at 7:00 in Wean Lounge, the Trinity
Community Action Center will
sponsor an exploration of alterna-
tives in College Education. The
special guest of the program will be
Ms. Keats Jarmon who has recen-
tly become Trinity's Internship
Coordinator. The guest speaker
will be Mr. Gene. Mulcahey who
will speak on alternative ways of
pursuing a college education. Mr.
Mulcahey is presently with the
Hartford Board of Education as the
Special Assistant to the Superin-
tendent for Developing Programs.
Mr. Mulcahey specializes in
alternative education on both the
secondary and the college level. He
was the first principal of Shanti
School, which is the alternative
high school in Hartford. He is also
involved in the Antioch Graduate
Alternative Program, and he serves
on the Board of Directors of the
Campus-Free College. This college
is one which relies on studying by
the individual in a one to one
relationship with the professor.
Degrees are rewarded by a range of
evaluation techniques.
Following Mr. Mulcahey's talk,
there will be discussion and
refreshments with a chance to
welcome the new Internship Coor-
dinator and share our views on
alternatives that exist for the
Trinity community.
is not an easy task. Crandall
pointed out that, for 45-50 build-
ings, he has 45-50 different heating
conditions to deal with. Some
. buildings, especially those built in
the last twenty years, have central
heating controls. However, other
buildings such as Jarvis and
Seabury have individual controls on
the radiators of each room. Jarvis
and Seabury are celebrating their
100th anniversaries, so the heating
system and insulation is old.
Nevertheless, their present heating
systems are not the originals;
initially, fireplaces kept those
buildings warm.
Crandall noted that, in late
spring and early fall, heating and
cooling are difficult. They are
"transfer times" when the weather
is very changeable.
Currently, B & G is trying to
find a better central monitoring
system for heating. Otherwise,
little or nothing, is being done to
improve conditions. Crandall said,
"I don't get that many beefs,
except at this time of year... and
the beginning of May." He ack-
nowledged, however, that the
"window problem at Jarvis, Nor-
tham and Seabury is a fantastic
problem." Because the windows
are 100 years old, they are
inadequate and often let cold air in.
Three years ago, all the windows
were removed at a cost of $10,000
to grind their metal frames so they
would fit more properly. This
helped somewhat, but was not
completely effective.
The cost of replacing all the
windows in the three buildings
would run into six figures and
Crandall does not know where he
could find that much money. Aside
from cost, there is the question of
how new windows would affect the
aesthetics of the structures. Last
week he found out about a new
window and he plans to buy a
sample and test its effectiveness
and aesthetic value. If he does
decide to go ahead with the project,
he will try to get the same style
window. He thinks this new
window is so styled that people
won't notice the difference.
Crandall is very aware of costs
and is constantly looking for ways
to reduce expenses. Through the
use of more efficient boilers, better
insulation and other energy savins
devices, oil consumption has con.
sistently been reduced over the last
five years. Likewise, electrical
consumption decreased though
costs have not been reduced
Crandall hopes to continue the
downward trend this year and
encourages students to be mote
utility-conscious. Heating appli-
ances use more electricity than
lighting, stereos and other elec-
tricity users. Crandall said that
utility costs for the last school year
totaled approximately $750,000.
When questioned about the
possibility of solar energy on
campus, he said a study has been
made and it was found economi-
cally unfeasible. In addition, the
equipment currently being used is
of poor quality. The new dormitory
is being planned so that solar
energy can be used, but not in the
immediate future. Also, President
Lockwood's house will use solar
energy to supply domestic hot
water. Basically, Crandall *said,
solar energy is being used only for





Public Interest Research Group, is
an organization which has existed
at Trinity for approximately seven
years. Yet many Trinity students
are not aware of its presence or the
opportunities it offers.
Connecticut is one of about
twenty states that have divisions of
PIRG. This nationwide organiza-
tion was founded in 1970 by Ralph
Nader to provide a mechanism.
through which students can imple-
ment social and political changes.
It offers students the opportunity to
apply skills learned in school to
'real-life' situations. PIRG workers
research various projects and then
take action on their findings. This
action can take the form of public
information pamphlets, petition
and letter writing programs, lob-
bying, the creation of consumer
complaint centers or community
coops, or any other appropriate
program.
Conn PIRG is run and spon-
sored by students across Connec-
ticut. Presently, there are four
member schools. They are the
University of Hartford, The Uni-
versity of Connecticut at Storrs,
Wesleyan University, and Trinity
College. The state headquarters is
located of Farmington Avenue in
Hartford. This office and its
activities are co-ordinated by a
state board made up of representa-
tives from the four campuses.
As a result of past research
ConnPIRG has published various
pamphlets for the benefit of
students and the general public.
These include handbooks on land-
lord - tenant rights, buying life
insurance, Hartford r banks, and
'junk food'. It has compiled reports
on topics ranging from nuclear
energy to day care centers. Some of
these studies have resulted in
social or political action. One
outstanding example is a Conn-
PIRG research project on nursing
•homes which prompted the legis-
lature to open up a special
investigation.
Currently, ConnPIRG at Trinity
has several upcoming projects. One
of these is research and lobbying
for the Bottle Bill. This bill would
prohibit the use of non-returnable
bottles in order to reduce litter and
conserve natural resources. An-,
other possibility is a research and
lobbying effort for a program to aid
Connecticut fanners and protect
the state's agricultural resources.
Other proposals include research
on nuclear power and research and
lobbying for the decriminalization
of marijuana. The latter was a
successful project of NYPIRG last
year.
- Trinity ConnPIRG will hold an
organizational, meeting this Thurs-
day, October 6. If you are inter-
ested in any of the afore-mentioned
projects (or have any other sug-
TCP Want You
The Trinity Tutoring Program
(T.T.P.) is an informal reading
assistance program at the newly
renovated Fox Elementary School.
T.T.P. is working in conjunction
with the federal "Reading is
Fundamental" project and requires
no technical teaching skills or
previous experience.
We will be helping 3rd-6th
graders (8-12 year old) and will
place special emphasis on pleasure
reading, word recognition games,
parental contact, and on creating
personal friendships.
The program will start on
Monday, October 24 and will run
for six weeks on Monday-Thursday
afternoons at the Fopx School.
Tutors will work on a one-to-one
basis for two onc-and-a-quarter
hour sessions per week. Sessions
will be scheduled according to
transportation needs and availa-
bility between 2:05' and 4:00 p.m.
There will be a workshop to help
advise tutors with procedures,
approaches, and their commit-
ment.
Sometime in mid-Novem-
ber, we hope to plan a play day at
Trinity with games, sports, movies
and prizes for the children. For less
than three hours a week, you can
be involved and learn about the
Hartford community in a very
enjoyable and rewarding way. All
people connected with the College
are encouraged to join this fun.
A meeting for all those interes-
ted will be held Thursday night,
October 6 from 6:30 to 7:30 in
Wean Lounge. If you are unable to
attend, or you have any questions,
please contact Peter Crosby, Box
706 or 246-2274.
gestions) please attend. If you have
any questions about ConnPIRG yon
can call the state office at 525-8312
or write to Trinity Box 1523.
O*Bf ien in
President's Office
by Jonathan Baiman j,
Gael O'Brien recently joined
President Lockwood's staff as his
personal assistant. O'Brien has'
always enjoyed writing; she major-
ed in English at Skidmore College
and received her Masters Degree
from William and Mary.
She then did a Carnegie Intern'
ship at Wilson College and found
higher education administration to
her liking. In addition, she was
alumni director of a high school.
O'Brien combined her interests in
education and writing when she
wrote for the "Chronicle of Higher
Education" for two years. She was
grateful for the opportunity to learn
more about higher education and
enjoyed living in Washington D.C.
However, referring to her pre-
sent job, she said she preferred
"working with'people and working
with ideas." In the "Chronicle,"
it was "frustrating working f<"
other people's ideas." It was time,
she felt, to get back onto the
college campus, where she could
be involved in what she had written
about. , '. . , ' . . .
Among her responsibilities as
President Lockwood's. assistant.
O'Brien sits on the President's
cabinet with the Vice President and
the Deans, where they discuss
various aspects of the college.
O'Brien will also be part of the
Special Committee for Women; and
is completely in charge of Parents
Weekend. Because it approach-
ing so quickly, she has gotten to
know.people a lot faster than she
normally would have.
She feels good about her
new position and remarked that
"administrators were- not always
human" in their approach, but
here, she found "a lot of very
interesting people."
O'Brien is accustomed to deal-
ing with problems, so she finds «
pleasant at Trinity where .hings arc
being handled in ;i ".sensible-
creative, far sighted way-?0"
can't ;isk for a nicer environment
than that."
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SGABC Considers Requests
*
The S.G.A. Budget Committee
met this past week and took action
on requests from four different
organizations.
John Cryan, representing the
Trinity Christian Fellowship
(T.C.F.) made a request for $10 to
cover costs of printing and sending a
newsletter over this past summer.
The Committee did not approve the
request because it felt that
organizations should come to them
before any money is spent. It was
also felt that if the request was
granted, a dangerous precedent for
spending by student organizations
might be set.'
Cryan made a second request for
$10 to cover the cost of new
songbooks for T.C.F. This request
was approved by the committee.
The TRIPOD , represented by
Brian Thomas, made a request for
funds to continue the use of its
answering service. A discussion
followed as to whether an answering
machine could be used to save
money. It was decided by the
C ommittee that the TRIPOD should
use-$125 from its own subscription
funds to finance the answering
service through January. A
feasibility study will be conducted
by The TRIPOD as to whether a
machine could be used instead of
the answering service.
Several members of the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks and the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks: Womens
Organization were present to
discuss budget cuts and the reasons
for the freezing of their funds. It was
noted that these organizations were
not the only ones to have their funds
frozen or cut. The Committee
decided to set up a sub-committee
for the specific purpose of hearing
these appeals as well as appeals by
any other organization in similar
situations. The sub-committee
was to meet on Friday, September
30 to hear any and all appeals.
Jim Essey, representing the
Student Government Association
(S.G.A.) made the final request of
the meeting. He talked briefly about
the Free University Course Book
which was in need of funds as it was
about ready for printing. Essey also
discussed the growing difficulty in
using the Sign Shop in Mather Hall.
More and more administration
publications are being printed in the
Sign Shop, which is owned by the
S.G.A. He suggested that the
Budget Committee look into the
operation of the Shop. While no
action was taken by the Com-
mittee on this subject, it
did give S.G.A. $150 for printing'
of the Free University Course Book
and $75 for stapling, folding and
collating by. an organization of the
handicapped.























in the Washington Room except where noted.
< TOPIC
Computer Electronics Information Revolation
Do the Facts Matter? Verisimili-
tude in a Novel about Art Collectors
[Thomas Baird, THE OLD MASTERS, 1962]
Kleist: Integrator of Opposites
'And Thou Shaft Have Dominion
over the Earth': Human Being and Nature
The Trials and Tribulations of
Translating: An Example from the French
A Prolegomenon to Any Future
Language and Society of Roman
Britain
Organic Chemistry: How It Has
Become What It Is
• . ' . • • • • • ' • • . • • • • : • . • > • • • • • : • . , • ' . . .
* in McCook Auditorium
Magician Bob Feflows performed for a fall bonne fat die Washington




Women's Center Presents Film Series
This term the Trinity Women's
Center will present a series of films
by independent feminist film-
makers, to be shown on Tuesday
evenings at 6:30 in McCook
Auditorium. Informal discussions
will follow each program in the
Women's Center, on the third floor
of Mather.
The first of the films, "Growing
Up Female," will be screened next
Tuesday evening, October 11. This
film, which has been acclaimed as
the most comprehensive and
sociologically ambitious film to
come out of the current women's
movement, shows the socialization
of the American woman through a .
personal look into the lives of six
females, young and old, black and
white, critically exploring the many
forces which shape them from
nursery to breakfast nook.
On October 25, -two .short
documentaries, "A Wedding in the
Family" and "The Flashetles," will
be shown. In the first, the thoughts
and feelings of the Franco family
during the week before 22-year old
Wendy is to be married provide a
backdrop for a sharp, humorous
look at attitudes and expectations
about marriage. The second is a
film about an inner-city girls' track
club which shows, „ through the
determination and spirit of the young
athletes, the relationship between
sports experience and life ex-
.perience.
On November 8 the featured
film will be "Nana, Mom, and Me,"
a film which began as a portrait of a
grandmother, but became instead
the moving portrait of three
generations of women', arid their
differing goals and motivations, as
well as the rivalries and love that
shape their interactiion. "'•'
On November 11, "Union
Maids" will be presented. This film
is already a classic documentary
about women organizing in {he
1930's. Three women in their 60's
talk about the way things really were'
back in the days when people risked
their jobs and lives to organize trade
unions. If you liked "Harlan
County, USA," you'll love "Union -
Maids."
The films are free and
everyone is welcome.
by Tucker Ellinghaus
Tuesday night, September 27,
was the second lecture of Trinity's
annual Horizons Program. Dr.
Eugene Davis, professor of history,
presented an hour lecture on the
subject, "Republican Rome in the
Eyes of Modern Scholars."
His lecture wâ s divided into two
parts; the beginning of the hour
dealt with changing interpretations'.
of Roman history. The second part
was a brief summary of Roman
history from Rome's beginnings on
the Tiber River about 753 B.C. to
Rome's last stand in the Holy
Roman Empire which fell in 1806.
The Roman Republic lasted ap-
proximately from 509 B.C. to 44
B.C. and was followed by the
Roman Empire.
Davis pointed out the im-
portance of Republican Rome as an
early'political structure from which
Schank to Speak on
Artificial Intelligence
News From the Pub
We wish to serve you, our
customers, in the best possible way
within our means. We want to serve
the best refreshments and food
available at the lowest possible
price. To do this we need your
HELP!!
Help us keep our beer mugs,
soda glasses, pitchers, ashtrays,
candles and table cloths. In order to
provide incentive for those who feel
a need to steal from the Pub, we will
levy a $20 fine for each item. We will
also collect! Help us keep our
glasses glass. Paper cups are im-
possible to ice.
Help us keep a relaxing en-
joyable atmosphere. We understand
occasional rowdiness. In fact, it is
good for the soul. Excesses,
however, are boring, rude and
dll be dealt with in
the following manner:
FIRST OFFENSE: A gentle but
serious warning.
SECOND OFFENSE: You will
be listed as an unfriendly and not
allowed in the Pub.
THIRD OFFENSE: You will be
listed as an unfriendly and not
allowed in the Pub for the
remainder of the term and for the
next term if the one in progress is
more than half over.
Most of all help us help you have
fun. Let us know what you like and
we'll try to do more of it. Let us
know what you don't like and, if we
can, we'll do less of it. Keep the Iron
Pony healthy. Your patronage is
needed and greatly appreciated.
Thanks,
Iron Pony Pub
Roger Schank, director of Yale's
Artificial Intelligence Project and a
prominent figure in , the field of
computer linguistics, will visit
Trinity tomorrow, Wednesday
October 5, to give a lecture entitled
"Computer Understanding of
Natural Language." The lecture,
sponsored by the Mellon Sym-
posium and the Department of
Psychology, will be held in Life
Sciences Auditorium at 4:00 P.M.
Professor Schank has been
engaged for somtime in projects to
develop computer programs which
would almost enable a computer to
understand ordinary English
sentences. The computer would be
able to paraphrase the sentences or
translate them into another
language, with the meaning intact.
The Mellon Symposium will -•
present two lectures this week.
The first, "Computer Under-
standing of Natural Lan-
guage" will be delivered by
visiting scholar Roger Schank
of Yale University on Wednes-
day, October 5, in Life Science
Auditorium at 4:00 p.m.
Bard McNulty of the Eng-
lish department will deliver
"The Bayeux Tapestry" on
Thursday, October 6, in the
A
Since it is not yet known how human
beings accomplish this task, the
implications of achieving this goal
go far beyond the mere practical
impact of machine translation. It is
the hope of Professor Schank and
his colleagues that in the process
some light will, be shed on human
language and human thought
processes.
An attempt to achieve machine
comprehension of languages raises
controversial issues central to
psychology, linguistics and
philosophy. The Mellon symposium
has been considering some of the
issues surrounding the use of the
computer as a model for the human
mind and it is interested in
discussing with Professor Schank
the power and limitations of this
approach.
Professor Schank received his
Ph.D. in 1969 from the University of
Texas. Before coming to Yale in
1974, he taught al Stanford and did
research at the Institute of
Semantics and Cognition at
Costagnola, Switzerland. He is
active on the editorial boa.ds of
several journals in artificial in-
tefligence and has written several
books, of which the latest, ap-
pearing this year, is entitled
"Scripts, Plans, Goals and Un-
derstanding: an inquiry into human
knowledge."
the development of contemporary
political- institutions and theories
may be traced. Republican Rome
was a democracy which profoundly
influenced ours. But, until the
nineteenth century, its history was a
branch of literary studies.
Rome's history was not recor-
ded, but was passed on for centuries
in the form of numerous legends
and myths. Davis cited as an
example the legendary founding of
Rome by Romulus. Historians have
the task of sorting truth from myths
such as this one.
One of the methods scholars use
is source criticism, prevalent in the
nineteenth century, by which an-
cient literary stories are combed
through for references to known
historical fact. Simultaneously,
materials are collected and edited in
Europe, making such things as coin
inscriptions important for the facts
they represent.
The greatest- historian of the
time was said to have been Momm-
sen. Born during Bismarck's reign
in Germany, Mommsen's field of
interest was early Republican Rome
until its collapse. By the twentieth
century, archaelogists had joined
the search for Roman truth with
their knowledge gained from digs.
Old Testament facts added to the.
enlarging picture of real Rome.
Interest was focused not upon in-
dividual leaders, but upon the
trends of the masses of people.
Davis attributed modern
historians' concentration upon
Rome's fall to our obsession with
power. The least amount of research
has been accorded to Rome's
successful years between its rise and
fall.
Rome began as a small city-state
on the Tiber River in central Italy.
Originally ruled by tribal monarchy,
a conservative revolution in 509
B.C. replaced, the king with two
annually elected magistrates or
consuls. Plebians, lower members
of Rome's two part caste system,
began their struggle to gain more
voice in the government. Plebians
created the Tribal assembly of the
government and laws were written
guaranteeing citizen rights.
Patricians or the aristocracy, ran the
Senate. By 287 B.C., plebians and
patricians were essentially equal
either could be a consul.
By the end of the first century
B.C., Rome controlled all
Mediterranean shores as well as
parts of Europe. The success of the
eont.otspagell
Town Gown Today STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION
by Eric Samnelson
The first of the Town-Gown
Forum lecture series, "USSR:
Cultural Diversity Within Socialist
Collectivism," will be delivered
today at 1:30 p.m. in Goodwin
Theater oif the Austin Arts Center.
Dr. Samuel Kassow, assistant
professor of history, will speak on
"Russia: Enigma Within A Rid-
dle," in which he will unravel the
mysteries of Russia through an
examination of the highlights of
Russian history. Professor Kassow,
who holds graduate degrees from
the London School of Economics
and Princeton University, was an
exchange student at Leningrad
State University and is an expert in
modern Russian history. The lec-
ture today and each of the five
successive weekly lectures will be
free to members of the Trinity
community with Trinity identifi-
cation.
Continuing the series on Octo-
ber 11, Dr. James West of the
history department will lecture on
the "Pattern of Russian History
Through The Eyes of The Artist, " a
treatment of the interplay between
the arts and major themes of
Dieh I at•Trinity
byDicJiDahling
Dr. Joanne Diehl, visiting assi-
stant professor of English has
joined the Trinity faculty for the
Christmas Term. Originally from
Brooklyn, New York, she received
her undergraduate degree from
Mt. Holyoke in 1968 and her Ph.D
from Yale in 1974. She comes to
Trinity with extensive teaching
experience. While working on her
graduate degree, she taught at
Yale and subsequently taught there
as an assistant professor after
receiving her degree. She has also
been an assistant professor at
S.U.N.Y.-Purchase and at Kenyon
College in Ohio.
This summer, she taught a
writing course at Trinity which was
very successful. During the Christ-
mas Term, she is teaching an
American Literature survey course,
a Critical Survey of Literature
course which deals with periods of
literary history combined with
critical analysis, and a basic writing
course. She firmly believes that a
good background in expository
writing will be helpful at all Trinity
students whether it be in English
or any other course.
After the Christmas Term,
Professor Diehl plans to continue
work on a book dealing in part with
theoretical issues of 19th Century
Women Poets. She has expressed
great satisfaction with the friendli-
ness and desire to work of all the
Trinity students she has met.
Even if only for a short time,
Trinity will benefit from her
knowledge and extensive teaching
background. We hope her stay
continues to be worthwhile and that
her future endeavors are 'success-
ful.
Henderson Joins Ghem Dept
byBOIAdler
Dr. David Henderson, an assist-
ant professor of chemistry, joined
the Trinity faculty this semester.
He is presently teaching chemistry
311, otherwise known as "Quanti-
tative Analysis."
Henderson, originally from Vir-
ginia, recently graduated from the
University of Massachusetts where
he completed both his doctorate
and post-doctorate education. Dur-
ing his post-doctorate work, he
taught physical chemistry at Mt.
Holyoke College part time.
Henderson specializes in analy-
tical chemistry. In this field of
study, he performs experiments
dealing with chromatography and
computers. Some of his vocation
deals with letting the computers
control the experiments, a process
also known as "real time data
acquisition."
Henderson plans to perform
some of his own research in
chromatography as soon as the
expected forthcoming instrumen-
tation arrives. His main interest "is
to get the students involved in
research in these areas" of study.
Some of his other plans include
working out programs in clinical
analysis and biochemistry with Dr.
Bronzino of the engineering de-
partment and Dr. DePhillips of the
chemistry department respectively.
Dr. Henderson presently lives
in Glastonbury, Conn. .His primary
vocation is vocal musici He has
performed as a tenor soloist in and
around the Amherst, Mass. area
with choir groups such as the
Amherst Bach Cantata Choir and is
interested in joining some type of
vocal ensemble while teaching at
Trinity.
Henderson likes Trinity very
much. He feels that the students
are nice and that Trinity offers fine
facilities. He finds the atmosphere
to be pleasant, adding that it is
more relaxed than elsewhere.
Russian Imperial history. On Octo-
ber 18, Professor Kassow will
return to discuss "The Soviet
Union: Continuity and Change,"
assessing the achievements of the
Soviet State, the price paid for its
progress, and its prospects for the
future.
In a change of schedule, the
fourth lecture on October 25 will be
delivered by Economics Depart-
ment Chairman Dr. Robert Battis,
who will examine "Stalin's Legacy:
Central Planning And A Declining
Rate of Growth." On November 1,
Dr. Michael Sacks, assistant pro-
fessor of sociology, will lecture on
"Work, Marriage, and Children:
Problems and Patterns of Everyday
Life."
The concluding lecture of the
series on November 8 will be
presented by Trinity's authority on
Soviet politics, Dr. Samuel Hendel
of the political science department.
His topic wjll be "The U.S.S.R.:
Some Basic Myths and Realities,"
which will assess the claimed
superiority of fundamental aspects
of the Soviet political, economic,
and social systems.
Each of the Town-Gown
lectures will begin at 1:30 p.m. and
will be followed by a question
period and then by an informal
coffee period. The registration fee
for iht public is $15.00 for the
series; members of the Trinity
community, as mentioned above,
will be admitted free to the lectures
with an I.D.
EXTENT AN0NATUI1E OF CIHCULATinN
of Will end IQH3I
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Top Off cmd Hiking
by Fred Schwartz
The Trinity Outing Program
(TOP) is a college-run organization
whose purpose is to provide
outdoor trips and equipment for all
interested students. The Program's
Board of Directors hopes that by
providing such opportunities, peo-
ple will learn to appreciate the
environment.
One of the unique features of
the program is that it is open to
students with all levels of exper-
tise. If you do not have your own
equipment, TOP will be happy to
supply it for you. Not only is TOP
wiling to supply the equipment,
but it also provides training and
introductory seminars for begin-
ners. Many of the programs are not
only for beginners. They are a good
review for experienced outdoors
people as well.
TOP serves as a central source
of information for formal and
informal activities. In a sense, it is
a "hotline for action." If an
experienced camper is planning an
outing and is looking for company
to share expenses, he should
contact TOP. Similarly, if a student
is interested in going camping on a
certain weekend he should contact,
TOP to see if a trip, formal or
informal, is planned. In this way,
TOP can serve as a network of
communication for the campus.
The Board is anxious for people
who are interested and talented
and who want to teach seminars or
lead expeditions to come forward
and get involved. Both members
and non-members can participate
in these activities. Non-members
will be charged an additional sum
for outings and rental of equip-
ment.
This fall TOP will feature
hiking, rook climbing, and back-
packing, including a five-day trip to
the White Mountains over Open
Period. The day hikes and rock
climbing at Ragged Mountain have
already attracted many people in
September. During the winter, the
program is planning cross-counuj •
and downhill skiing and winter,
camping.
The TOP is eagerly waiting to,
hear from skilled personnel and all
interested students. If you are
interested in renting equipment,
becoming a member, or sharing
your outdoor skills and/or teaching
abilities please contact Gary Dove,
Box 323 or Anne Hritzay, Box 1769.




Within the past two weeks,
4 rooms in North Campus have
been broken into through first
floor open windows. One of the
break-ins occurred at 12:00
noon. In Cook, a tuner and an
amplifier were stolen from a
first floor room between 6 and
8:30 a.m. Students, especially
those with ground-level
rooms, are urged to be safety-
conscious, and to tightly se-
cure windows and doors before
leaving the room.
byBIUAdler
Howard Nannen, the acting
director of Trinity's Urban and
Environmental Studies Program,
has temporarily replaced Associate
Professor Andy Gold who is on
sabbatical leave for the entire
academic year. Nannen is teaching
one course this: semester in urban
studies called "City Building."
Nannen bases his urban studies
course on the premise that cities
are worthwhile and worth saving.
In his course i he discusses city
problems with reference to Hart-
ford and encourages the students
to go a step beyond conventional
solutions in solving these inherent
problems.
Nannen, originally from White
Plains, New York, received a BA
degree in government from Dart-
mouth College and a Masters of
, Landscape Architecture degree
from the University of Massachu-
setts. From this combined govern-
mental and architectural back-
ground stemmed his interest in city
planning.
Besides teaching at Trinity in
1975, Nannen also taught city
planning and environmental design
at the University of Hartford for
three years. At the present time, he
is the president of the Hartford
Heritage Corporation, an organiz-
ation dealing primarily with the
preservation and restoration of
historic structures in Hartford.
Nannen finds the Trinity stu-
dents to be of a "fairly high
caliber." They are "aware and
interested." generally, but he
noted that many are unaware of the
serious urban problems, probably
because of the typically middle or
upper middle class background of
the student body. Nannen is
impressed with, the attempt that
Trinity is making towards further-
ing its integration with the com-
munity through individuals and
organizations such as Ivan Backer
and TCAC. In relation to this, W
finds it generally amazing that
suburban or rural college cam-
puses such as Trinity and^he Umv-
ersity of Hartfotl cah* exist in a"
urban environment. In a sense, he |
finds this setting to be "isolated
and unreal," but at the same time,
it is a more conducive atmosphere
to the "serious reflection and
thought" of a college environment.
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City Halls
Mayoral Campaign: Raising The Issues In Hartford
by Gary Abramson
In November, Hartford will elect
its Mayor. A mayoral race in most
large cities is one in which issues
important to the people of the city
are debated, and standards and
programs of government are both
challenged and defended. Yet in
Hartford, there is a strong chance
that questions vital to this city may
not be raised.
There is a chance that many
people will be returned to office by
the political habits and gut feelings
of the voters, and, once in office,
many politicians will not feel
responsible to those voters who have
elected them on their name and
party, and not by where they stand
on issues.
Informed opinions can only be
formed by balanced consideration of
issues and alternatives, no less in
politics than in academics. If people
do not care to make the decisions
and selections, they will be made
without popular support. But
whether or not the public is in-
volved, those will be the decisions
with which the people must live.
George Athanson has been
mayor of Hartford since 1971, and is
running for re-election to a fourth
term in a city which has an ap-
proximate voter registration of
35,000 Democrats and 7,000
Republicans. In his last election he
claimed his victory by a four to one
margin. ' ,
• The Hartford City Council,
drawing on the same Democratic
support as Athanson, also ended its
race in a strong Democratic success.
Athanson's campaign manager,
Phil Helms, stated recently that, as
for the upcoming election, "It's a
matter of how much we'll win by. "
This year Athanson is being
opposed by Ray Maher, a young,
'rather liberal Republican, as well as
a candidate put fqnvqni'lby'ihe '
Socialist Labor Party. The following
is a discussion of some of the major
issues facing Hartford, based on
recent TRIPOD interviews with
Maher and Athanson.
Most large cities are having
their troubles, and many people
would say that the country is
suffering an urban crisis. As for
Hartford's problems, George
Athanson commented, "The
problem is we don't know what the
problems are." Actually, the mayor
feels that he is one who does know
what the problems are, and is not
reluctant to comment on the
failings of Hartford government.
He feels that the deterioration
and destruction of neighborhoods
has been a major misjudgement,
and cites as an example Con-
stitution Plaza, a major
redevelopment which all but
eliminated the Italian neigh-
borhood and caused many Italians
to move to Wethersfield,
Ray Maher, who is currently
working for the advertising firm of
CMGM in Hartford, was vehement
in his objection to the type of inner
city redevelopment that has put
Hartford in the news recently. He
too cites Constitution Plaza as a
terrible "mistake, and stated that
business in Hartford "felt en-
croached upon by a neighborhood
in which people sold fruit and
vegetables in the street," and has ,-
preferred to "created a showplace in
its urban cord and let the neigh-
borhoods decay."
One man's ethnic charm is
another man's segregation, but in
either .case, one woulji be-curious
to know a candidates feelings
about .the nature of Hartford's "
neighborhoods. George Athanson
PFEC Issues Report
Mary Anne Guitar, Chairman of
the Power Facility Evaluation
Council, yesterday released the
Council's annual, report on
forecasting loads and resources for
electric generation in Connecticut.
The report was discussed at a
meeting of the Council held on
Wednesday, September 28, 1977.
The report reviews the ten year
forecasts submitted by Northeast
Utilities and United Illuminating
Company. It also reviews the joint
public hearings held in April by the




U.S. Rep. Stewart B. McKinney
(R-Conn.) has been named co-
chairman of a newly created.Energy
Task Force of the New England
Congressional Caucus. Serving with
McKinney will be Cong. Paul E.
Tsongas (D- Mass.)
In announcing the creation of
the Task Force, Caucus Co-
Chairman Edward P. Boland (D-»
Mass.) and Silvio Conte (R-Mass.)
said it is designed to assist New
England members of Congress with
research and legislative initiatives
on energy matters.
Citing the importance, of the
Task Force, McKinney said that the
ultimate enactment of the National
Energy Plan ' is simply not enough.
We must continue the energy debate
and face those hard economic,
environmental and transportation
questions left unanswered by that
bill. We haven't the luxury to enact
legislation and wait to see it fail for
the price of eiftergy failure is
economic devastation for , New
Chairman Guitar noted that
"Forecasting the future demand for
electricity is at best a risky business
surrounded by uncertainties. This
year the uncertainties in the energy
field are especially, acute. National
policies with respect to prices,
supplies, and conservation will have
a significant impact on future
electrical demand.
the Northeast Utilities System
forecasts that their total output of
electricity will increase an average of
4.6% per year. United Illuminating
Company forecasts a growth rate
between 2.8% and 5.4% per year.
Both of these forecasts are lower
than the 7% to 8% growth rates
experienced during the 1950's,
1960's and early 1970's.
Both utilities plan to meet this
increased demand, with base load
nuclear generation.
Chairman Guitar continued,
"At the public hearing, the League,
of Woman Voters and the Con-
necticut Citizens Action Group
expressed concern about the
amount of waste in energy use. Both
groups feel that energy policy in the
future should emphasize con-
servation rather than increased
production."
Chan-man Guitar stated that the
Power Facility Evaluation Council
made recommendations intended to
improve the reliability and
usefulness of future load forecasts.
The recommendations call for: 1.)
the effect of time-of-day rates to be
considered, 2.) the effect of a lower
penetration of electric space and
water heating in new buildings to be
considered, 3.) resource plans for
the next 20 years to be included, 4.)
a summary of the NEPOOL,
generation situation to be included,
5.) coding of commercial and
industrial customers by three digit
SIC codesj and 6.,.) less reliance on
national rifnrlliction jnde)
feels that involuntary segregation
can be avoided by jobs which will
make people upwardly mobile. A
major problem in obtaining a job is
the poor mass transit available.
Athanson commented, "you can't
take a job in West Hartford if you
can't get there."
The racial tensions in Hart-
ford's neighborhoods which
resulted in riots during the years
1968 through 1970 have calmed
somewhat since Athanson has been
mayor. He does not claim sole
credit for this, but does feel that
since "government has spoken with
the people" there has been much
improvement.
He feels that there must be
hope for peaceful coexistence
between the Black and Puerto
Rican communities, while waiting
for a major change which can only
come with much needed financial
assistance.
Ray Maher looks upon the
ethnic quality of Hartford's neigh-
borhoods as a positive attribute
and feels that people feel com-
fortable in ethnically homogeneous
areas. He feels that there is not
much that can be done about the
problem's of de-ethnicized com-
munities.
"You can't create reservations,"
he points out. Income levels tend
;•- to plajr a greater part in where one
will live than the ethnic make-up of
the community. Maher himself
lives in the West End, which he
says is integrated, harmonious, and
very comfortable.
, v; A,major concern of many
'., liberal groups in the. past has been
the alleged practice of red-Jining by
many local banks. Red-lining has
been blamed for many of the'city's
deterioration problems.
Maherdoes not believe that any
conscious red-lining is being
practiced, but that it is common
and human nature for people to be
subconsciously biased towards
certain groups. "Besides," he
commented, "if you were a banker
or loan officer̂  you'd think twice,"
before making loans in neigh-
borhoods with declining property
value.
Both Athanson and Maher feel
that a major reason for the
deterioration of neighborhoods is
the flat-grant welfare system. If a
: welfare recipient is given a flat
grant, according to the two can-
didates, the money will go towards
food; rent will come last, and when
the landlord can't collect he
abandons the building and turns it
over to H.UD. (the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.)
Maher thinks that there should
be state and federal guarantees on
the rents to landlords, while
Athanson thinks the answer will
come through redistricting and
"when the power is in the cities.".
He sees current practices such as
transferring funds from Housing to
Welfare as "robbing Peter to pay
Paul."
Quite frequently the roots of
urban problems are pointed at
education, and the current system
of financing public education has
created many imbalances in the
•quality of schools, simply because
of varying property value from area
to area. Athanson believes that a
system should be devised which
would include a state income tax
formula which would decrease the
need for the use of property taxes
by allocating funds based on
special needs of both students and
schools.
Both candidates see one of
Hartford's main problems as one of
revenue. Maher feels that business
should lose their tax exemptions,
since they would likely rather pay a
little more than watch1 the city rot.
He also believes that tax exempt
religious and- educational in-
stitutions should be paying taxes, as
well as the state * which owns quite
a bit of property in Hartford.
"They all use our city, the
roads, the sewers, the fire and
police. Why shouldn't they pay for
it?" He explained that as a result of
low revenues, Hartford cannot
provide adequate police
protection, which lowers the
property value, which again means
less revenue. He feels the tax on
homeowners is already too large.
Athanson also feels that the
state should pay taxes. However,
he stated that, while church owned
building not used for religious
purposes should be taxed,
generally religious and educational
institutions should keep their tax-
exempt status. However, he feels
that "the intellectual should come
down from Mount Olympus," to
lend a hand and fulfill their
responsibilities to the city.
The obvious Republican
weakness in Hartford is a fact
which not only influences cam-
paigns, but the function of
government as well. In fact, both
Maher and Athanson commented
that Hartford's government could
function far better with a stronger
Republican party.
One of Athanson's major points
in his campaign is the self-
examination of government. He
was asked if he didn't think the lack
of self-examination arose from the
lack of two strong parties. He
agreed that it is easy to be satisfied
with programs and decisions when
there is little questioning or
challenging from the opposition. It
is for this very reason that Ray
Maher explained he was running
for Mayor.
"We can't let them run both
levers," he said. Maher's view of
party politics is quite different from
a typical politician's, and has made
him quite a maverick among
Connecticut Republicans. Maher
claims that a conservative
Democrat and a conservative
Republican are the same, just as a
liberal Republican and a liberal
Democrat are the same. "There are
just liberals and conservatives.
Your social attitude is either
people of bricks and mart."
Athanson's ultimate conclusion
'regarding Hartford and its
problems is. that they will not be
solved until the city has a Natural
Urban Policy, and not until the
federal government realizes the
true importance and problems of
the cities.
"Hartford can't be saved in
isolation," Athanson stated. "This
must be seen in the context of a
natural urban crisis."'He suggests
we: cut defense and put more
emphasis on Health and Welfare
reforms. '- "Creative in-
tergovernmental policy" is the
answer for Athanson.
Maher stated, "We pay taxes
for democracy, why have a one
party system?" He then explained
that the Republican party had
caused its own demise by not being
tuned to the needs of the city. It is
now possible for the Democrats to
raise so much more money in
campaign finances that the
Republicans, Maher included,
stand little chance. !
There are many choices and
decisions to make. The issues must
be raised and discussed to make
intelligent choices. One man sees
the answer is the resurgence of the
minority party. The other sees the
answer in a national urban policy;
Others see other answers. Truly the
greatest catastrophe would be for
us not to- attempt any action at all.
As Ray Maher says, "We can't let
them pull all the levers." .., .,
Minority Workers Criticise Park River
Project Contracting
by Jon Zonderman
Mayor George Athanson held a
special meeting last Friday morning
to get all sides together in what has
become one of the biggest con-
troversies over minority hiring in
Hartford in recent years.
The controversy centers around
hiring and contracting for the Park
River Flood Control Project. When
construction began on the $49
million project last year, there were
promises of "aggressive" affirmative
action both in hiring and the
.awarding of subcontracts.
This has not happened,
according to Ronald Fletcher,
affirmative action officer for the
Hartford Human Relations
Commission. Mr. Fletcher, as well
as a coalitoon of labor groups,
brought the/problem to the Mayor's
attention.
The mayor held a preliminary
meeting last Monday with members
of the Teamsters Union Local 559,
the International Union of
Operating Engineers, and Laborers
Union Local 478,
The unions charge that one of
the two major contractors, the
Roger Au and Son Company of
Mansfield, Ohio, was planning on
bringing most of its workers in from
-out of state in order to hold labor
costs down.
According to labor leaders, this .
is not the first incident of "union
busting" that the Au Company has
been engaged in. The Engineers
Union charged that Au refused to
hire black operators on a sewer
project in Rochester, New York,
and encouraged its crew of non- '
union, out of state workers to in-
timidate attempts to organize the
job.
The Au Company refused to
send a representative to the Friday
meeting.
The Au Company is the con-
tractor for the second part of the
project, which has not begun yet.
The contractor for the first part of
the project, the Vicon Construction
Co. of Lincoln Park, N.J., has also
come under fire for not giving
enough business to minority sub-
contractors.
Vicon has not been charged with
hiring out of state workers, and
there are minority workers on the
Vicon part of the project. Terry
Wilford, project engineer, said that
Vicon has hired 27 Hartford
residents for the 127 man work
force. One hundred workers are
from Connecticut and 21 per cent
are minorities.
Old State House to be Restored
Throughout the semester,
Tripod Reporters Jeanne Kiltonic
and Julie Johnson will be
spotlighting various significant
buildings in Hartford. These
buildings are ail stops on The Walk,
a self-guided tour of Hartford.
by Jeanne Kiltonic
- Described as being "the most
significant historic edifice in
Connecticut", Hartford's Old State
House, constructed in 1796, stands
as a monument of the past, situated
in the heart of the bustling streets
of downtown Hartford,
The a d State House was the
seat of Connecticut's government
from the earliest days of the
Colony. Now the brick and
brownstone structure is open as a
museurn and visitor information
center by the Old State House
Association for the City of Hart-
ford. The building bacame a
Registered National Landmark in
1961. '
• Such historic events have
Occurred there as Thomas
Hooker's delivery of his famous
sermon which became the basis for
Connecticut's first Constitution.
Three of Connecticut's signers of
the Declaration of Independence
served in legislatures which sat at
the Old State House. Seven
Presidents have visited there while
in office, and thirty Connecticut
governors have been inaugurated
in its Senate Chambers.
The first State House was built
in the State House Square in 1720.
In 1792, the State Legislature
authorized the construction of a
new, State House to replace the
existing Capitol Building which
had been destroyed by fire.
The State House became
Hartford's City Hall in 1879, and
served as that until the present
Municipal Building was built in
1915. For many decades it was the
home of the Governor's Office, the
' General Assembly, State Courts
and Hartford's municipal offices.
The architect of the State
House was the famous Charles
Bulfinch of Boston. He exemplified
it's Federal style through its
recessed arches, magnificent
stairways and thirty-foot ceilings.
The Senate Chamber stands out
as one of the most magnificent
rooms, due to the authentic 18th-
century furniture which still
occupies it. In this room are fifteen
out of the twenty-two chairs made
for the Chamber in 1796.
In the Courtroom, the golden
Madame Justice stands
prominently, since being removed
from the outside roof in 1919. The
elements of weather had broken off
one arm and her Scales of Justice.
Today, approximately 10,000
school children and 5,000 adults
from all over Connecticut visit the
Old State House annually, as an
historial landmark. Gov. Ella
Athanson Appeals Auto
Insurance Bates
Hartford Mayor George A.
Athanson, charging that the high
rates for automobile insurance in
Hartford "damage our people
ihdividuattv and collectiyely", has
asked the City's Corporation
Counsel to request a hearing before
State Insurance Commissioner
Joseph Mike to challenge the
legality of the present automobile
insurance territorial rating system.
The City's Corporation Counsel,
Mary R. Hennessey, had written a
legal opinion, requested by Mayor
Athanson, which said that "our
office believes that a very persuasive
factual case could be made for the
proposition that the present
territorial system is unfairly
discriminatory" against Hartford
residents. State law required that
automobile insurance rates "shall
not be excessive...nor shall they be
unfairly discriminatory."
Mayor Athanson said that "it is
evident that the public interest, and
the interests of the people and the
City of Hartford, will be best served
by a vigorous appeal to the State
Insurance Department to enforce
the existing legislation."
The Mayor's memorandum to
the Corporation Counsel read "I
also believe that it is of the utmost
importance that this issue be
pursued to a satisfactory resolution,
including a judicial appeal if
necessary, so that some relief may
be provided to the thousands of
Hartford residents who, pay higher •
than warranted automobile in-
surance rates because they are
penalized for living in our City,"
The Mayor stated that he is
prepared "to make any appropriate
contribution to your efforts to
correct this unjust system."
mpus Kep Wanted
Sonesta Beach, a resort hotel in the Southampton parish of Bermuda,
is looking for a campus representative at Trinity.
For further information contact: Roger L. Hering
Sonesta Hotels 276 Third St. Cambridge, MA 02142 (617)354-5800
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
MBA PROGRAM
An Admissions Representative from
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration
will be on campus
Thursday , October 1 3 , 1977
to meet with students interested in
the two-year MBA Program
Contact the
Career Planning and Placement Center
for more details and to sign up for
an information session.
Harvard Business School is committed to
the principle of equal educational opportunity
and evaluates candidates without regard to
race, sex, creed or national origin.
Grasso designated November 2,
1975 as Qd State House Day in
Connecticut.
However, in 1975 the city of
Hartford would not appropriate
enough money for its badly needed
restoration. Hence, the citizens of
Hartford organized the Old State
House Association, a non-profit
organization which rented the
building under a 99-year lease and
began its restoration.
The Association has finally
raised the substantial funds, and
Friday, October 7, will start the
process of restoring each room as
much as possible to its original
state.
A new heating system and
various electrical work has to be
done, according to Mr. Robert
Orcutt, executive director of the
Old State House. The historical
rooms are also under renovation,
including the Senate, the House of
Representative, the Secretary of
State's office, the Governor's
office, the Treasurer's office and
the Courtroom.
Also starting this week will be
the construction of a play and
workshop located downstairs for
young children, as well as new
restrooms and offices, and new
display rooms.
Renovations are based on past
information that has been gathered
through various historical sources.
Many details have been picked up
through such things as old
lithographs, post-cards, paintings
and documents, according to Mr.
Orcutt. He stated that, "We are
conducting a research program
now, to find out as much as we can
about the past history and events
that went on in the Old State
House. We're also researching past
court cases, etc., to bring,out the
human aspects of "its history,"
The program is searching for
old anecdotes and. unusual hap-
penings) as well as for the physical
aspects of the building.
When restoration of the Qd
State House is completed, it should
bring together many aspects of
state history which are now located
throughout the state of Con-
necticut,
Connecticut In Brief i
by Jon Zonderman '
Strike at Yale
A strike by 1100 blue collar workers at Yale University has caused
students, faculty, and administrators to alter their lifestyles for
awhile. The dining hall, grounds, and maintenance crews, members
of Local 35 of the Federation of University Employees, walked off
their jobs at six A.M. Friday in a dispute over wages.
Provost and acting President Hannah Gray commented that the
strike will "undoubtedly cause hardship and inconvenience to.,.the
Yale community," but asserted that "the life of the university will
move forward hi the normal manner."
HUD Grants For Low Income Housing
The Department of Housing and Urban Development announced
Friday that it has approved grants which will provide 428 units of low
income housing in the Greater Hartford Area, with 78 per cent of the
units in Hartford proper.
Lawrence Thompson, HUD's area director, noted that the new
units bring the total 1976-77 subsidized units in the Greater Hartford
area to 1293.
Logut Winner in New Haven Primary
A recount in the Democratic Primary for Mayor in New Haven
reaffirmed the victory of incumbent mayor Frank Logue over the
challenger Biagio DiLieto, by 243 votes. The original count two weeks
ago had Logue winning by 339 votes.
DiLieto filed a suit calling for a new election alleging election
improprieties, citing slowdowns at polling places in wards that voted
heavily for DiLieto. Superior Court judge Harold M. Missal refused
to order a new primary, but did call for a recount.
Connecticut Has Fewest Highway Deaths
A recent Federal study shows Connecticut with fewest highway
deaths per 100,000 population. Connecticut recorded 11.3 deaths per
100,000. Massachusetts was second with 11.4. Not bad for states with
notoriously bad drivers.
United Way Kickbacks Alleged
Employees of the Urban League of Hartford have complained that
paychecks have been withheld until they make a weekly contribution
to the United Way. The Urban League receives better than half of its
funding from the United Way.
Asylum Hill Octoberfest
The Asylum Hill neighborhood held its sixth annual Octoberfest
this past Friday through Sunday on the grounds of the Cathedral of
St. Joseph, at the corner of Sigourney St. and Farmington Ave.
„ Friday's opening ceremonies were attended by civic and business
leaders who sponsored the event, as well as state Senator Sanford
Cloud and State Rep. George Ritter, who represent Hartford. Crowds
of better than 10,000 were expected for each of the three days.
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Arts
Three Students View Villella
by Catherine Under
On October 1st at 8:15 p.m. in
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts
Center, The perspectives on Dance
series opened with a lecture-dem-
onstration and question-answer
period featuring Edward Villella.
The Theatre was full to capacity
and all were anxiously awaiting the
highly acclaimed "star" of the New
York City Ballet. Judy Dworin,
Chairperson of the Dance Program
at Trinity introduced the series and
explained that what was hoped for
was a broad range of viewpoints on
Dance. Topics of these series are to
be Ballet, Modern Dance, Impro-
visation, and Avant Garde. Judy
then went on to give us a little
background on Villella. Besides his
work with the New York City Ballet
he has performed with the Royal
Danish Ballet, the Winnipeg Ballet
and for the late President Ken-
nedy's Inaugural Program. He is
producing two shows "Harlquin"
and "Dance of Athletes" and is a
"•••birthday boy delights crowd.,/'
member of the National Council of
Arts. He is also writing a book on
Dance. .
Villella then came on stage and
after the long applause he began
talking to the audience in a very
relaxed easy manner. Portions of
the film "Dance of Athletes" were
then shown. The film showed
Athletes from a Dancer's point of
view. Villella says that "there is no
reward greater than satisfaction
with yourself. He said dance like
any kind of athletic sport takes a lot
of mental preparation before the
actual physical aspect begins.
Villella said that he "thinks of
nothing and tries to pull his
concentration into a single line."
He said that there is an "instinctive
rapore working as you are chan-
ging". Dancer's and Athletes do
have a lot in common. When
George McGuinness jumped up for
a shot in Basketball in the film, he
was very balletic in his smooth
upward movement. The only tech-
nical difference is that a dancers
feet are pointed on a leap where as
McGuinness's were flexed. Villella
implied that dancing is a spiritual
revelation. Like athletics it is
instinctive and spontaneous.
Villella then discussed the
actual putting together of the
television show. The group had
three weeks in which to do the
score, choreography, casting, cos-
tumes, directing, and lighting. The
show was to be the kick-off of the
season for the CBS Festival of
lively arts for young people. He
said that it was like "putting
together a Broadway Show", with
the finances being the biggest
difficulty (at fifteen thousand dol-
lars a day to shoot) Villella also told
some humorous stories about some
of the athletes involved in the film.
Included in this group were Tom
Seavers, Jerry Grote, Bob Griese,
Virginia Wade, and Muriel
Grossfeld.




Edward Villella, a principle
dancer in the New York City Ballet,
did not dance on Saturday. The
purpose of his appearance, which
was a disappointment to many, was
to give a lecture-demonstration.
The subject of this program was the
nature of neo-classic ballet, as
opposed to modern dance, the
similarities between the movement
qualities of athletes and those of
dancers, and finally, Villella's
personal experience as a profes-
sional male ballet dancer.
Ironically, Villella had not had
very much dance training as a
child. He described himself, as a
"jock!1 during his undergraduate
years at a maritime college.
At 21, he started an intense
program of training in ballet, and
owes much of his success to George
Balanchine and Jerome Robbins,
whom he says "spoiled" him. His
experiences as a professional male'
ballet dancer are for the most part
positive. He enjoys working with
his fellow dancers, although he does
admit that"egos clash" often, and'
that there is much competition for
recognition and popularity. Some
dancers even go. so far as to
physically hurt others in rehear-
sals, claiming the injury to be
accidental.
Villella defines neo-classical
ballet as a form of dance based on
clarity of movement and total
control of the body, which is
alwazys turned out. There is no
improvisation, but rather each
movement is based on a rigid
vocabulary of positions categorized
• under French terminology such as
the plie, releve, and the grand
battement. Villella noted that the
major split. between ballet and
modern dance is the fact that
modern dance has no turnout, is
often based on flexed movement
and encompasses improvisation.
Villella discussed his television
production of a dance called
"Dance of Athletes", in which he
dealt with movement qualities of
athletes and dancers, and showed
their diiferences and similarities.
Now forty-one years old, Villella
plans to retire next year and pursue
the possibilities of television as a
medium for the dance, write books
and perhaps act.
Although his lecture was infor-
mative, the greater part of the
audience was disappointed by the
fact that Vilella did not dance.
Unfortunately, the big problem for
artists such as actresses and
dancers is that the public sees them
strictly as performers and forgets
to appreciate them as total human
beings who do more than jusi
dance or play roles. However, ii
was made clear to many that night
that Villella dances better than he
lectures. As one woman put it, "1




This weekend, Edward Villella,
one of America's most popular
performers in the New York City
Ballet, appeared at Trinity. Besides
a dancer, he is also a choreog-
rapher, and has participated in
television productions. On Sat-
urday morning Villella taught two
Master Ballet classes. Both the
classes were filled to capacity with
not only Trinity students but also
with students from the Hartford
Conservatory and the Hartford
Ballet Company. For most dancers
at Trinity it is a rare occasion to
participate in a class taught by such
a renowned artist. Because of his
professional background and his
training with New York City Ballet,
Villella was found to be a particu-
larly exigent teacher. Some mem-
bers of both classes were dis-
appointed and frustrated by the high
level of performance that he
demanded from them. However on
the whole, most participants found
it an inspiring experience. The
format of these classes was that of
a traditional Ballet class, which
begins with warm up exercises at
the barre and concludes with
patterns of movement across the
floor. General comments about his
teaching were positive; he took the
time to carefully explain each ex-'
ercise, used visual images, to
enforce student understanding and
took the time to comment on the
performance of each individual
student. As an instructor, he was
patient and genuinely concerned
with the progress of the class.
Saturday evening he presented a
lecture-demonstration at Austin
Arts Center. The first section
included assegment from a film
that Villella produced, directed,
and choreogrqphed, entitled
"Dance of Athletes". The film was
a visual comparison of Athletes and
Dancers. However, although these
comparisons were meaningful to
watch, my final feeling is that
athletes are athletes and dancers
are dancers. The rest of the lecture
consisted of a discussion of the
technique of Ballet, Villella's life,
and his relationship with the
Choreographer, George Ballanch-
ine. Villella stated that, Ballanch-
ine's phrase, "Poetic Gesture" is a
continual source of inspiration to
him. It constitutes, an image or
motivation for him in each dance.
Villella is - not only one of
America's finest dancers, and
excellent choreographer and dire*
ctor, but a charming and interes-
ting person as well. He proves that
a famous, talented ballet dancer
lives a normal life, drinks beer and
eats pasta and does not exist on
nectar, ambrosia, and butterfly
wings.
lectured on what ballet meant to
him. He said that it meant
movement, walking, skipping,
jumping, and extended technique
where everything is placed. He
demonstrated how to work within
the framework of technique. Con-
cerning Balletic technique he dis-
cussed the turnout which comes not
only from the feet bur the whole
body. When a dancer jumps, the
pointed toes give every last push,
into the air. He feels that "these
complicated techniques are a series
of simplicities". One then can learn
to dance from the five basic
positions. Separate energies are
used in the development of phy-
sical potentials. In speaking of his
own experience with dance
training, Villella said that "Slower
is Faster", meaning that he had
tried to push himself and make up "
for lost training time after college
which as it turned out was futile
and harmful.
Mr. Villetla finished his lecture
with some feelings: on one of the
most revered choreographers in the
dance world today, George Bal-
lanchine, who steered away from
the Nineteenth Century back-
ground in Ballet to Neo-C lassie
Choreography. Ballanchine was
reflecting the music, the real dance
idea, with the dancers as poets of
gesture. Ballanchine makes a ballet
with dancers representing the
music, (no steps are planned at
all). He knows the musical score
inside and out, and once the dancer
reaches the studio, it is all up to
him. Villella referred to Ballan-
chine as the main influence in his
own career.
The program ended with a
lengthly question-answer period at
the end of which someone wished
him a happy birthday. He was forty
one years old and as he bowed
graciously and smiled will) a
sparkle in his. eyes he left the stage
to an appreciative audiences appl-
ause!
John Rose, College OiganM
Rose Kicks Off Recital Series
John Rose, director of chapel
music and college organist, will
give a recital in the College Chapel
on Friday, October 7 at 8:15 p.m.
This will be the first of a six
program series this academic year
which features organists from
Germany, England, France, and
honorary college organist, Profes-
sor Clarence Wahers. The public is
invited to attend. :
Rose, who assumed his post at
Trinity this year, served for nine
years as cathedral organist in
Newark, New Jersey, where he
established a concert series of
international reputation and also
taught at Rutgers University, his
alma mater.
He has made three concert
tours to Europe where he has been
a BBC broadcast recitalist and
has performed at such notable
churches as Notre Dame de Paris,
Glasgow Cathedral and Paisley
Abbey in Scotland, and in England
at Selby Abbey,. Bristol Cathedral,
Gloucester Cathedral and West-
minster Abbey. His fourth Euro-
pean tour is scheduled for the
summer of 1978.
Sir Malcolm Williamson, Mas-
ter of the Queen's Musick to
Elizabeth II has dedicated works to
Rose. Rose was chosen to premiere
one of Williamson's compositions
at a special performance in West-
minster Abbey in 1973.
In 1974 Rose was named by the
editors of the national • journal
"Musical America" as Young
Artist of the Year, the only organist
so honored.
His program at Trinity will
include "Fantasy in A" by Cesar
Franck, "Prelude and Fugue in B"
by Camille Saint-Saens, "Partita"
'by Robert Edward Smith and
"Symphonelll" by Louis Vierne.
•"•• i l l ' f c
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Editorial
"Style," But No Morality
At the start of this Christmas term, The TRIPOD published an
editorial dealing in part with Institutional integrity. Unhappily it is
necessary to reconsider that point hi light of the recent
reorganization of the offices of the registrar and educational
services. Perhaps it would be more precise to phrase the issue as a
crisis of institutional morality.
People are often upset and dismayed by events, not because of
their occurrence, but rather by the manner in which they take place.
This is true for the real world; it is also applicable to Trinity College,
in fact, it might be best to begin small with a specific example at
this particular institution.
Some would decry the TRIPOD'S presumption to comment on
internal administrative reorganization. In no way does this
newspaper set itself up as an expert on the methods involved in
administering a college. We do not question the consolidation of the
aforementioned offices. We must call to task the College as regards
the total lack of student input into a decision that affects
fundamentally every student at the College. Both offices handle
duties which directly concern all students on this campus.
The problem of intra-mstitutional interpersonal dealings is
influenced by prevailing institutional morality, or the spirit in which
certain action is taken. President Lockwood often refers to this spirit
as "style." That term is too superficial when applied to the realm of
people with feelings, ideas, hopes and dreams.
The action initiated by the College hi reference to the offices
under discussion appears arbitrary. It may not be, but it creates
suspicion because open procedures were. not followed. Many
students on this campus have had direct contact with the two
offices. Many of those students have rather clear opinions based on
those encounters. Why were no students consulted?
Is this any way to run a "liberal" institution? Unfortunately,
until "style" eomes to bear more resemblance to morality, we
students and concerned faculty and administration do not have
much choice but to be uneasily pessimistic.
Letters
Admiration For The Rocks librarian Responds
To the Editors:
In the past few weeks, the
media has been deluging the public
with information and commentary
about Cat! Andre's rock sculpture,
which has been erected in down-
town Hartford. Unfortunately,
most of this commentary has been
negative, and some of it biased and
unjustified. I, for one admire the
sculpture and advocate its remain-
ing in Hartford.
Mayor Athanson has accused
the committee which chose the
work of having bad taste. He has
also stated that Andre's work is in
fact not sculpture, "as the word is
commonly and acceptably defined,
What Mayor Athanson has neg-
lected to realize is that sculpture,
or more generally, art has not been
defined, nor can it be defined. If
the artist would continue to work
only in traditional modes, only
repeating what has been done
already, there would be no ad-
vancement in the arts. And if art is
anything, it is the creation and
expression of the artist. Therefore,
Carl Andre's work must be sculp-
ture, and it is assuredly more
inovative than, for instance, bronze
statues of Mark Twain, with which
Mayor Athanson probably would
have been more pleased.
Additional arguments against
the sculpture are that anyone
could have done it, that it cost too
much, and that it is not pretty.
Every one of these statements is
slightly ludicrous. It is true that
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anyone probably could have made
the sculpture, but the fact remains
that no one ever did it. Carl Andre
did do it, and what is more, he did
it first.
In reference to the cost of the
rocks, it is impossible to even try
to relate money to art There is no
real relation between the two—the
true value of art has nothing to do
with money. To those who say that
the sculpture is not beautiful, I
rebut; who ever decreed that art
had to be beautiful? or for that
matter, that music had to sound
beautiful, or that the theme of
literature had to be beautiful?
What is important is the expression
of the work. Sadly, it is this facet of
art which has been most neglected
about Andre's sculpture.
I would like to offer my
interpretation of the rock sculpture.
As I see it, the work is archetypally
modeled. It suggests the remnants
of past civilizations such as the
"remains of Stonehenge on the
Aveburry Plain, or the Greek
basilicas at Paestum. The motif of
rows of monolithic stones is all that
today exists to remind us -of these
times. I believe that Carl Andre is
attempting to capture this ancient,
remnant quality in the sculpture;
he is attempting to portray our
archetypal roots. Interestingly, the
sculpture is reflected in the nearby
gold building, showing the relation
of our artistic and architectural past
and present.
I imagine that my statements
have not changed any opinions
about the sculpture. There are
probably many readers who are
thinking, "Well, that's all fine, but
I know what I like." I think this
statement would be better said, "I
like what I know," because the
major reason why Carl Andre's
sculpture has been criticized is
because little time has been given
to trying to understand it. When
the rock sculpture is examined by
its antagonists, only thirty-six
boulders in several rows are seen.
However, upon closer scrutiny, one
will see that the sculpture is a fine
thought-provoking artistic state-
ment which the city of Hartford




That the Trinity College Library
has deficiencies is evident to no one
more than its librarians. Still, I
believe that the editorial comments
in last week's Tripod are not quite
to the point.
No Trinity undergraduate, un-
less he or shee is doing highly
specialized research for a senior
-thesis, should have to visit another
library unless that seems socially
desirable. It is our obligation to
fully support the undergraduate
curriculum. Any "basic" work not
in our collection should be brought
to the attention of either the faculty
member involved or the librarian.
Students are encouraged to submit
book orders of their own also. Any
book needed for regular course
work can be ordered or obtained on
Inter-Library Loan.
The quantity you rightly speak
of is, to a large extent, the
accumulation of over 150 years of
gifts. This also accounts for much
of the arcane and esoteric nature of
the material. While this vast range
of subject matter is not necessarily
On Wasting Paper
To the Editor:
Concern with our environment
is a very popular issue here at
Trinity, indeed, all over. An
important part of this concern is the
(prevention of) wastefullness of our
natural resources. To study it and
talk about it is well and good;
better yet is practicing it.
The number of pamphlets,
brochures and flyers that are
routinely stuffed into students'
mailboxes is incredible, and frequ-
ently unnecessary. Before even
opening your mailbox you can teil
what you will be receiving by
glancing at the garbage can.
Wouldn't it make more sense to
leave a pile (of a conservative
number) of the notices, so that if a
person wanted one, s/he could take
one?
If this were done, money and
paper would be saved, as would the
time and effort of disposing of
them, and, yes, the result would be
a little less pollution!
Dutch Barhydt '81
germane to the curriculum, it does
present unlimited research possi-
bilities for independent study. Cer-
tainly the Maritime History, Voy-
ages and Travels, Blake, and
American Studies collections are
relevant to courses being offered
this term. Not too long ago, the
Witchcraft collection seemed the
most important material in the
library when that topic was the
focus of student attention, so too
with the slavery material. Student
and even faculty interests
wax and wane. This may once
again be relevant.
As to the budget statistics, the
percentage of the budget we
necessarily devoted to Chemistry
last year certainly was not due to
quantity. Chemistry has 41 per-
iodicals and 29 continuations com-
pared, for example, with History
which has 129 periodicals and 64
continuations. Unfortunately, sci-
enticfic materials are extremely
expensive. This is true for Biology
and Physics also. The fact is that if
we are to maintain a Chemistry
Department we must support it, at
least with the basic research
materials.
Most important-when stu-
dents discover deficiencies, com-
plaints aren't enough-make book
requests and they will be honored.
I fully agree that the hassle
involved in gaining admittance to
the libraries of Harvard and Yale is
great; however, the need to
undergo this isn't as widespread as
indicated by the editorial.






I would like to thank all the
people who felt that Saturday night
was a good time to test the fire
extinguishers in Jarvis and Nor-
tham. I was beginning to get
worried that Trinity wasn't doing
its part to help the economy, but no
Now 1 can rest assured. These
people have found, right here at
TC, an innovative solution K>
unemployment.
r-
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Nuclear energy is a reality, not
only in the United States, but in
over 30 other countries. Viewing
our present and future energy
supply and demands, Americans
must take a closer look at nuclear
energy and alternative energy
sources. Presently, the U.S.A. with
only 6% of the total world
population consumes one third of
the world's energy supply.
Dr. A. Beuch, Vice-President of
Research and Development of
General Electric estimates that
"our energy demand will triple to
200 quadrillion ("quads") by the
year 2000. A "realistic" estimate
of the availability of oil and gas,
hydroelectric, geothermal and solar
energy sources would leave a gap
of 35 "quads" between supply and
demand.
In the face of these discrepan-
cies, - the positive reasons for
nuclear power are strong. Certainly
nuclear power is not the only
answer but nuclear energy poses a
strong alternative or supplement to
our present energy sources.
The advocates of nuclear power
claim that compared to all other
forms of large scale power conver-
sion, nuclear power is the safest.
This leads one to question what
the environmentalists call thermal
pollution, radioactivity, waste dis-
posal, decommissioning costs, ter-
rorism, national security and public
health. What are the facts. Is
nuclear power safe?
Tom Wicker, in a recent article
in the "New York Hmes" entitled
"Paying the Nuclear Piper - II,"
exposes the nuclear decommission-
ing problem. Decommissioning in-
volves dismantling nuclear facili-
ties and disposing of the waste.
Wicker reports The Energy Re-
search and Development Adminis-
tration (ERDA) states that it has
"300 excess (obsolete or no longer
needed) nuclear facilities and will
have 100 more bv 1981."
The ERDA lists only 55 nuclear
reactors in the United States as of
June 1976. The 300 excess nuclear
facilities must then include experi-
A Dorm By Any Other Name
by Eric Grevstad
I am never happy to see Letters
to the Editor in the TRIPOD,
because the column could run
more often if there were none; but
Deborah Buchwald's letter of a few
weeks ago, and the response to it
by the administration and com-
munity, raises a serious question.
Ms. Buchwald wrote that, as she
returned to Trinity, she was
"pleasantly surprised by the many
changes that the campus has
undergone this past summer,"
citing the new Life Science dorm
and the Women's Center as
changes well made; but, as she
pointed out, "the administration
has not given the students a voice
in the size, structure or location of
this dorm. No appeal was made for
student input, or for student
opinion;" there was no request fora
student committee. In short, the
new dorm was going up without so
much as a by-your-leave to the
student body.
Several students have agreed
with Ms. Buchwald since; Dean
Winer welcomed her proposal, and
I believe he has an announcement
about an interior design committee
somewhere in this issue .It is good
to know that the new building will
reflect at least some student
concern when it opens next
autumn.
But what are they going to
name it?
It is the students at Trinity who
will have to live with the dorm, and
it is the students at Trinity who will
have to call it something. What it is
is at least as important as what it
will look like. By comparison, the
administration has expressed
absolutely no interest in possible
names for the new dormitory, as
they are no more than halfway
through the list they make up from
the alphabet every year in case of
hurricanes; and yet without student
concern, the new name could have
no more relation to the dormitory
than Sorcerer did to the movie.
I have talked with several
people about names for the new
dorm (and the possibility of doing a
column on it), and have gotten as
many names as I have friends (six).
For example, one couple said,
"They'll probably name it Lock-
wood." I personally like and ad-
mire President Lockwood; he
deserves if not a dormitory to
himself, at least a column, and he
will get one; and Lockwood might
be a name I'd consider. On the
other hand, the new dorm could be
called Boardman Hall, after the
Middle C ampus dorm which
burned down some years ago, and
keep that tradition alive. For that
matter, it might be kind of fun to
call it the Library.
I have had other suggestions,
ranging from its location (South
Summit) to its current name (New
Dorm). I mentioned it over dinner
to my roommates among the Men
of Wheaton last year, and came up
with Wheaton n South. The new
dorm, it is said, will architecturally
resemble the other South Campus
dorms of Wheaton, Jackson, and
Smith to which it is adjacent. Since
these are all names of rival
colleges, we might continue
naming dorms after the com-
petition and call it Dartmouth,
Princeton, or Yale. If nothing else,
this might certainly attract a better
class of alumni and could lead to
some interesting discussions: "I go
to Trinity." "Where do you live?"
"Yale," The possibilities are en-
dless.
The administration has every
obligation to include the students
in the decision-making process of
naming the dorm. A name-the-
dorm contest could be organized
around ballot boxes in the post
office. A vote could be taken to
name it after the most popular
professor, with Profs. Dandp and
Cooper slugging it out in a runoff.
Students could even place their
own names in' nomination for
outstanding service to Trinity.
Most importantly, though, is that
students ask for some voice in the
naming of the dorm. The ad-
ministration cannot be allowed to
make such a decision arbitrarily.
. I haven't heard them.. asking
about' new names for the
President's House either. .
mental and testing facilities. Wick-
er asserts the cost of decommis-
sioning is high and the taxpayers
are the ones who will pay.
Another cost, although an en-
vironmental one is radioactive air
pollution. Dr. B.C. Beckmen in his
book, The Health Hazards of Not
Going Nuclear, responds that
"many people fear this and they
might as well fear their own blood
which gives them 2000 times as
much radioactivity."
Dr. B.L. Cohen, Professor of
Geophysics at the University of
Pennsylvania claims "the radiation
of a person living within 25 miles of
a nuclear power plant is equal to
one coast to coast airplane ride
once every ten years or spending
one day in Colorado where the
natural radiation is twice the
national average."
The American people must
differenciate between the low level
radioactivity emitted from nuclear
power plants and the radioactive
"fallout" from Atomic Bomb Test-
ing explosions.
The radiation emitted from
these tests suggests an increase in
mutations such as cancer, bone and
thyroid "problems. Mutations like
this may take generations to
appear, as in the fallout in Japan
from World War II bombing. The
Radiation from nuclear testing is
cause for public concern, whereas
radiation from nuclear power
plants has been proven insignifi-
cant.
Atomic energy is not without its
problems. Like many other indust-
tries which use water as a coolant,
the heat of the water returned to
the environmental sources raises
the temperature of the water. This
"thermal pollution" kills off some
species while providing a warmer
atmosphere for others.
The storage of radioactive
wastes is a more serious dilemna.
85% of the radiation decays from
these wastes before it leaves the
reactor. 99% decays within ten
years of the 1% that is left 99.9%
decays within 300 years. Cohen
claims by this time "you would not
~ be harmed by eating one pound of
/ i t . " •- - 7 :..• ••• ' 7 , 7 -. •;
Cohen also asserts that if "all
U.S. power were nuclear, the total
waste per person, per year would
be about the size of a boullion cube.
The total storage space would
occupy less than 1/16 of a square
mile."
In view of these facts, the
storage of nuclear wastes in salt
deposits, which are geophysically
stable, seems very safe. Yet one
would still question the threat of
natural disasters such as earth-
quakes, or the safety from acci-
dental spillages or terrorism while
transporting the wastes to the
burial sites.
Terrorism, through the use of
fast breeder nuclear wastes such as
Plutonium, to consorutt nuclear
bombs could be a very real threat to
national as well as international
security.
The United States is only one of
the many countries to use the fast
breeder reactor which produces
Plutonium as a by product. The fast
breeder reactor recycles the Uran-
ium enriching its radioactivity
thus producing Plutonium as a by
product.
In his recent energy policy,
President Carter hopes to restrain
the use of the fast breeder reactor
while he advocates the use of light
water reactors.
Nuclear energy is here to stay.
The government is in the midst of
launching multi-billion dollar pro-
grams to meetlong and short term
energy needs. The use of nuclear
energy for long term energy needs
deserves public examination. The
$1.7 billion dollar budget for
nuclear energy as compared to
$421 million budgeted for solar and
geothermal energy reflects cur
governments support.
Therefore, the economic, social
and environmental impacts of
nuclear energy should be thorough-
ly investigated and contrasted with
those of their alternatives. Nuclear
power may be part of the solution
for our energy needs but only part.
The alternatives to nuclear power
deserve our attention too.
More Arts
need |(









Goodspeed Opera House Barrett and Orlando Perform
Michael P. Price, Executive
Director of the Goodspeed Opera
House in East Haddam (Conn.) has
announced that the current new
musical The Red Blue-Grass West-
ern Flyer Show has been extended
thru Sunday, October 30th.
Due to the demand for tickets
for the show- which has been
receiving critical acclaim and
standing ovations, the run,
originally scheduled for seven
weeks, has been extended to eleven
weeks. Two special performances
have been scheduled for Sunday,
October 30th at 2:30 p.m. and 7:00
p-m.
Directed by John Cullum, star
of Shenandoah, the musical
with a country theme features
the-95-year-old
man who dreams of returning to
sing once more at the Grand Qe
Opry in Nashville. Donley is a
veteran of; over 25,000 radio
• performances in the days of -"Ma
Perkins," "Backstage Wife" and
"Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Per-
sons." His Broadway credits in-
clude the recent Anna
Christie in which he costarred
with Liv Ullmann, The Visit with
the Lunts, and Crime and
Punishment with Sir John
Gieigud and Lillian Gish.
In Red Bine-Grass, Mr.
Donley is surrounded with actor-
singers who play members of his
stage family: David Keith and
Barbara who both hail from
Tennessee; Ralph Drischell who
Opera at Lincoln Center;
Victoria Goggin, an ingenue from
Newtown, Conn.; Bob Gunton who
comes direct from Happy End
on Broadway, and Barbara Lea, an
actress and oop-jazz singer of wide
stage, TV and film experience.
Six foot-stomping, tap-dancing
vigorous young members of "The
Look-Out Mountain Dancers" and
six joyful "Southern Sunshine
Singers" enliven the Grand Qle
Opry scenes. The choreography is
by Dan Siretta. Lynn Crigler is
musical director for the orchestra
which consists of fiddle, bass,
banjo, guitar, piano, pedal steel
and synthesizer.
For tickets, phone the
Goodspeed Box Office (203) 873-
by Suzanne Blancaflor
On September 28th at 9;00 P.M. '
in Garmany Hall, S.M.A.T.
presented the first postlude of the
year. Tenor Paul Orlando sang the
first half of the program, and
Soprano Sarah Barrett the second
half. The accompanist was Gerald
Moshell,' Instructor of Music, .
Conductor of the Concert Choir,
and S.M.A.T. Advisor. The
repertoire included works by
Caccini, Haydn, Franz, Handel,
Strauss, Mozart, and Scarlatti.
Orlando's selection of Music
was well balanced. He alternated
playful melodies with somber
melodies. Each melody told a story
and with expression Orlando
captured their essence. Although
Qrlancto searrte'rt imtvriiis. his
performance was polished.
After a brief intermission,
Sarah Barrett preformed a most
.difficult repertoire. "Her vocal
virtuosity was professional, as well
as beautiful. The notes sung were
clear and"" well defined. Like
Orlando her vocal expression
painted a moving picture of the
songs.
The postludes are run by
S.MA.T, and are designed for
students whom enjoy performing
musically, as well as for students
who like to listen to music. They
are one half hour in length and
admission is free. They are a great
way to break the monotony of
studying, as well as discovering_
some orftat taVnt rw pamTWi
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Announcements
Homecoming
There will be a Float Contest
during halftime of Saturday's
Trinity-Williams game. Cash
prizes awarded. For info: Steve
Roberts at 249-4829 or Box 851-.
Washington Semester
Several programs {focused,
respectively, oh national govern-
ment, urban^affairs, foreign policy,
justice, economic policy, and
American studies) are sponsored in
Washington, D.C. by The American
University. Trinity may nominate
students to participate in these
programs, and admission to date
has not been- overly competitive.
Students interested in par-
ticipating in (or finding out about)
any one of these programs for the
Trinity Term 1978 are urged to
consult with Dean Winslow. Ap-
plications are due in. his office by
Friday, 14 October 1977. There is
further information in one of the




Open Period this fall is 19-21
October (inclusively). Open Period
is a time when the College is in
session except that classes are not
held. Open Period is meant as a
time "to provide relief from the pace
and intensity of the educational
process and to provide occasions for
work on projects requiring blocks of
time."
Women's Center
The Trinity Women's Center* is
organizing a bus trip to the
Brooklyn Museum on Saturday,
October 29, to provide a convenient
opportunity for members of .the _
Trinity community to visit the
highly-acclaimed exhibi t ion
WOMEN ARTISTS, 1550-1950.
The bus will leave Trinity from in
front of'the Austin Arts Center at
8:00 a.m., and return to the college
at approximately 8:00 p.m. The
fare for the round-trip will be $5.50.
After a stop of an hour or so at
the Brooklyn Museum, the bus will
be available to transport those who
wish it into Manhattan to visit other
museums, shop, or otherwise enjoy
the Big Apple until the early evening
departure from Rockefeller Center.
To reserve a seat on the
Brooklyn bus, stop by the Women's
Center any day from 1 to 5, or send
a check for $5450 to the Trinity
Women's Center, Box 1385, in-
dicating your name, address and
phone number. Seats are limited,
and all reservations must be in by
Tuesday, October 18.
Study to London
A new, one-semester program
will be inaugurated by the Institute
of European Studies in London in
February 1978. The program
concentrates on economic life and
public policy in Great Britain and
other Western European countries.
Although it will be run in tandem
with the other IES/London
Program, it is a separate and
distince entity. More information is
available in the Office of
Educational Services.
Drew Internships
The Drew University program of
study in Washington, D.C., in-
cluding internships, will be
available for Trinity student ap-
plicants. Professor David Lowe will
be at Trinity on Monday, October
10, at 7 p.m. in Alumni Lounge to
discuss the Drew program. Please
see Dean Winslow for further in-
formation. All are welcome to at-
tend.
Hew Dorm Committee
The Office of Residential
Services is in the process of
establishing a student committee to
consider the interior furnishing of
the new South Campus dormitory.
Persons interested in serving on the
Committee should contact Kristina
Dow, Director of Residential
Services, by October 1 lth.
ABC
Minority-interests Foreign Study Meetings Homecoming Mass f
There will be a meeting between
minority students and whites who
wish to form a support group for
minority interests on Tuesday,
October 4, 10:30 p.m., 70 Vernon
Street.
WheatonLot
So far this year we have been
able to keep the Wheaton Lot open
for use. In the very near future it will
be necessary to close this lot and
initiate construction of the new
Dormitory to be erected on that site.
A notice of the exact date of the
closure will be posted as late as
possible to permit use as long as
possible.
When the date of closure and the
initiation of construction has been
established, students' cooperation




a program of summer employment
in French banks, businesses, stores,
hospitals and camps. Students who
are fluent in French but who are
matriculated at other colleges may
apply for a job placement. Last
year, the deadline for applications
was 15 December, the application
fee was $10.00, and there was a
$150.00 placement fee charged to
accepted applicants.
If interested in this opportunity,
write immediately to the Director of
Summer Work Abroad, Depart-




Students may now apply to
participate in the Spring 1978
Semester Program of The Barbieri
Center/Rome Campus. Application
materials are available in the Office
of Educational Services. The
deadline for the submission of
applications is 28 October, but
earlier submission of one's ap-
plication is encouraged.
PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY CAMPUS)
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Sfaron, Prop.
• DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SEE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE
Study in foreign countries will be
discussed by Trinity students- who
have returned from study programs
in each country. Students are en-
couraged to attend any meetings of
interest to them. The gatherings will
be informal and composed only of
students. The meetings scheduled
for the first half of October are as
follows: Austria, October 5, Great
Britain, October 6, Germany,
October 12, France, October 13,
Spain and Latin America, October
17. Later in October, a meeting
covering study in other countries,
such as Italy, Greece, and Israel,
will be held.
ConnPHFSB Messing
Trinity ConnPIRG will hold an
organizational meeting this
Thursday, October 6. If you are
interested in any of the
aforementioned projects (or have
any other suggestions) please at-
tend. If you have any questions
about ConnPIRG you en call the




sec") stands for the International
Association of Students in
Economics and Management. One
of its main functions is its in-
ternational exchange of internships.
These internships provide practical
experience in the business world to
complement a student's education.
Over fifty countries participate
in the program and have national
AIESEC organizations. ATESEC-
U.S: has nearly fifty Local Com-
mittees at American colleges and
universities. Each internship raised
by a Local Committee in a business
firm enables one American student
to go on an internship in another
country.
A meeting for prospective
members will be held on Thursday,
October 6, at 8 p.m. in Wean
Lounge. If you. cannot make the
meeting, or if you have any
questions, call Bob Petrus (524-
1366), or Holly Singer (246-8964),
or Phyllis St. George (246-8964).
Homecoming preacher in the
Trinity College Chapel October 9 at
the 10:30 a.m. Eucharist will be the
Reverend Richard Aiken, '52 and
Chaplain at South Kent School
Connecticut. While at Trinity',
Chaplain Aiken was a member of
Alpha Delta Phi and gained fame as
the end on the Trinity football team
who made the touchdown to beat
Wesleyan for the first time ii
thirteen years. Having taken a year
out of Trinity to serve as a lay
missionary in Hawaii, he returned
following graduation from the
Virginia Seminary. In 1960 he went
to St. Paul's School where he served
in various positions.
Other members of classes who
are back for reunion and who are
ordained will also be taking part in
the service. The names of those
members of the College who have
died in the past year will also be
remembered at this service.
The Chapel Singers under the
direction of Mr. John Rase,
Organist of the College, will provide
the music.
Kent State Revisited
On Wednesday, October 5,
1977, WRTC-News will present a
special interview delving into the
1970 killings at Kent State
University, and exploring the
ramifications of the new gymnasium
presently being constructed on the|
site of the "Massacre." !
WRTC News Director, Dan t
Meyer, will be speaking with Trinity
Modern Language Professor,
Gerald Kamber, who taught at Kent;
State at the time of the killings, and
who has attained a level of expertise
on the subject doe to his personal f
interest. _ ;
Dr. Kamber sympathized with |
the anti-Vietnam movement, and he ,
promptly resigned from Kent State
following the tragic deaths.
Wednesday's special interview, .
titled "Kent State Revisited," will
be aired at 4:30 p.m.
by Karen Wackerman
The bowling alley was painted,
the alleys refinished, and the
SprinO Careers machines rebuilt to work better.
The Game Room was expanded and
to painted and two new pool tables
were added.
Director of Student Services
David Lee and sixteen Trinity
students worked hard this summer
to improve the Game Room in
Mather Campus Center. The pro-
ject was part of an overall plan
initiated by Lee to improve the
c i, A* n AY . i r Campus Center. Other changes? s & ? s ? ^ i s £ £ ™^*rrrofboth
1978 is October 25, 1977. * « «djjbookstore ^ ^
in Mather, pointed out that there'S
more work to be done. "The
bowling alley isn't finished yet, and
ConnPIRG needs volunteers to we hope to get more equipment for
research the returnable bottle bill's the pool tables and possibly some
effects on employment and beverage vjde0 games. When that work is
prices in Vermont and Oregon and o v e r ) w e d o n ' t anticipate any more
its projected impact in Connecticut.
Academic credit may be arranged.
For more information, call Jim
Scarpa at 525-8312, or write to P.O.
Box 1571, Hartford, 06101.
Students who were unable
attend last week's meeting regar-
ding Spring Career Externships may
still apply for participation in this
program, which provides a week's
introduction to career fields that
students are considering entering
after graduation. If you would like





Lee reports that the
Roor" improvements cost oye
$3,000; the total cost of renovation





CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
1
jOHN W. DULKA, PROP.
We Deliver
219 NEW BRITAIN AV6.
HARTFORD, CONN





Sara Caldwell, artistic director
of Opera New England will hold
auditions for singers on Friday,
October 14 at 1:00 p.m. in the
Cultural Center at Annhurst Col-
lege in Woodstock, Connecticut.
Those auditioning must be between
the ages of 18 and 45. Three arias
must be prepared; one of which
must be presented in English.
Opera New England will be in
residence at Annhurst College from
October 9 until October 14 to
perform the production "The Mar-
riage of Figaro." Sara Caldwell will
take this time on October 14 to
audition singers for future produc-
tions. If interested, please contact
Miss Eva Sza.dk, head of Ann-
hurst's music department by phon-
ing (203) 928-7773, ext. 64.
Medical Seminar
A medical seminar "Television
And Our Children" will be held on
Wednesday, October 12th, at 9:30
a.m. in the Mount Sinai Hospital
Auditorium, 500 Blue Hills Avenue
hoi-tford. The seminar, which is
sponsored by the Hospital Auxil-
iary is open to the public at no
charge. The panel discussion will
be moderated by Dan Gold, Vice
President and General Manager
WFSB - TV 3. The current role of
Action for Children's Television
will be discussed by the Executive
Director, Mrs. Deborah Savitt
First.
Tutors Wanted
A meeting for all those
interested in tutoring at the
Fox School, or otherwise be-
coming involved in the Trinity
Tutoring Program (T.T.P.),
will be held on Thursday
night, October 6, from 6:30 to
7:30 in Wean Lounge. If ypu
are unable to attend, or have
any questions, please contact
peter Crosby, Box 706 or
246-2274.
Henry IV, Part I
The Theatre Arts Department
of Trinity College will present
"Henry IV, Part I," by William
Shakespeare, on October 27, 28,
29, November 4, 5 at 8:15 p.m. and
November 6 at 2:15 p.m., in the
J.L. Goodwin Theatre - Austin Arts
Center, General Admission is $2.50
and Student Admission is $1.50.
The play is ' being directed by
Professor George E. Nichols, III,
Director of the Program in Theatre
Arts. For more information please
call the box office at 527-8062.
Legal Services
The Technical Assistance Pro-
ject, located at 179 Allyn Street,
Hartford, is part of the legal
services program in Connecticut,
which provides legal assistance to
low-income persons throughout the
state. The Project works on legis-
lation and administrative regula-
tions in the areas of welfare,
housing, consumer rights and
similar matters that affect poor
people. If you are an upperclass
student interested in doing re-
search in any of these areas and in
spending time at the state capital
during the spring legislative ses-
sion, please contact Raphael Pod-
olsky at 525-6604 for further
information.
Women In Crisis
Women In Crisis is a -new
program being developed in the
Hartford area to offer individual
counseling and referrals to women
whose men are sentenced to prison
for the first time. All services
provided to "women in crisis" are
supplied exclusively by women
volunteers who are trained exten-
sively in crisis counseling. Women
in Crisis will conduct its next
training cycle beginning on the
evening of October 19 and is
actively seeking new volunteers.
For further information, please
contact Susan Fishman at 525-2953
SGA Meets
cont. from page 1
needed to summarize comments.
The booklet, containing evaluations
for Trinity Term '77 should be ready
by pre-registration.
BUDGET COMMITTEE: granted
$10 to Christian Fellowship for
songbooks, but rejected a request
for money for last summer's
newsletter. TCB has appealed a
$1500 budget cut intended by the
Committee to cover TCB's
overexpenditure last year. The
Committee will meet with all
organizations whose budgets were
cut for this same reason.
CAPITOL COMMITTEE: Bob
Herbst '80 elected SGA liaison.
SAGA ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
approved.
AD HOC STATUS granted to
TUTORS COMMITTEE: Headed
by Peter Crosby, the committee will
continue, in a more formal way, the
tutoring program begun last year.
Volunteers are needed to tutor
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by James Longenbach
Beginning tomorrow, October
5, the Archeological Institute of
America, Hartford Society, in
conjunction with the Trinity Clas-
sics Department will present a
special lecture series. The four
lectures will all be presented in
McCook Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
The first presentation on Wed-
nesday, October 5, will be the film
"Atlantis." On Tuesday, Novem-
ber 15, Dr. Patricia Anawalt,
Consulting Curator of Costumes
and Textiles at the Museum of
Cultural History at the University
of California in Los Angeles will
present the lecture, "The Page-
antry of Aztec Warfare." The third
lecture on Wednesday, Feburary 8,
Mystic
cont. from page 12
Professor of History at Williams.
"The idea is to look at. a
museum as an educational institu-
tion," says Labaree. "This pro-
gram will combine a strong, solid
academic program with the kind of
opportunity that I feel many
undergraduates welcome a
chance to learn by doing and to
develop for themselves maritime
skills and a certain confidence in
their own relationship with the
sea-"
The unique Williams College-
Mystic Seaport program evolved
out of the 22-year old Frank C.
Munson Memorial Institute of
American Maritime Studies, which
has offered summertime graduate-
level courses in maritime studies at
Mystic Seaport in cooperation with
the University of Connecticut since
1955. The Munson Institute was
founded through the generosity of
Mrs. Cora Mallory Munson, and
the new semester-long, under-
graduate program has been made
possible through the gifts of the
P.R. Mallory Family Foundation,
Inc. and the late Philip R. Mallory,
Chairman Emeritus of Mystic
Seaport.
1978, will be given by Professor
Sheila McNally of the University of
Minnesota. Her lecture is entitled
"Dioclotion's Palace at Split: A
Reinterpretation." On Tuesday,
April 11, 1978, the final lecture of
the series, "The Small Baths at
Hadrian's Villa" will be presentted
by Professor William H. Mac-
Donald of Smith College.
The first presentation of the
series, the film "Atlantis," is a
color documentary which inves-
tigates the possibility of the actual
existance of the legendary island of
Atlantis. Plato had described the
island as large and prosperous, and
situated beyond the Pillars of
Hercules, known today as Gibral-
ter. Atlantis' civilization was one
of unusual advancement, and was
described by Plato as Utopian.
However, avarice and greed soon
overcame the population, and the
island was destroyed in a riot of
earthquakes and floods.
Fire
cont. from page 8
First, they "test" the extin-
guishers on a Saturday night. Then
the janitors have to clean it up.
Next, they have to be re-charged,
and somebody else has to make
the chemicals to re-charge them.
With enough people testing,' clean-
ing, re-charging and manufac-
turing , unemployment will disap-
pear!
Once again, thank you. It's
good to know that my money is
being well spent.
Andrew Terhune '78
"Atlantis" explores the possi-
ble truth in Plato's account of the
island. The island Santorini or
Thera in the southern Agean is the
focus of the film. Thera fits the two
major qualifications which lead
investigators to believe that it was
Atlantis. First, there is geological
evidence of a cataclysmic eruption
of Thera's volcano, and second,
there is archeological evidence of a
highly developed civilization which
was destroyed by the eruption.
After the presentation of the
movie on October 5, refreshments
will be served in McCook Library.
Slides of wall frescoes from Thera
will also be exhibited. David
Parrish, President of the Archeo-
logical Institute of America, Hart-
ford Society, and Registrar of the
Wadsworth Athenaeum will be
present at the reception, along with
James. Bradley, Vicei-President. of
and Institute and associate profes-
sor of classics at Trinity.
Horizons Lecture
cont. from page 3
Roman Empire depended upon a
few major factors. First, was the
comparatively easy access to
citizenship. Conquered peoples
could "become citizens instead of
remaining as slaves as was usually
the case. Secondly, there was
religious toleration, and an honest
and wise oligarchy ruled the lands.
Davis pointed out that causes of
the fall of the Roman Empire could
easily be found. For instance, the
assembly did not represent all the
new Romans. The original city-state
government had not adapted itself
to the expanding lands. For
complicated reasons, the Roman
army began to lose its organization,
and civil wars broke out. Emperors
Caesar for instance, appointed
themselves as dictators to organize
the Empire, but to no avail. The fall
was inevitable.
One can see the importance of
Roman history to contemporary life
if one recognizes its influences. For
instance, law courtŝ  and con-
stitutions originated in ancient
Rome.
Dr. Davis' lecture should have
been enlightening to anyone
familiar with Roman history, Its
presentation did not include basic
facts, but rather, was based upon
the presupposition that the audience
had a knowledge of Rome with
which to begin. Apparently, much
of the audience did not have
previous knowledge, as evidenced by
the growing restlessness at the end
of the hour.
OERI'S PHARMACY
Conor tt Bnwi Stnet
Phone. M7-79M
• A modem, full service store.
• CHECKS CASHED WITH I.D.
• Beer - Liquor - Soda
• Large card and gift department
• Ice cubes available

















Open t i l : Midnight Monday-Thursday
1 a.m. Friday & Saturday
10 p.m. Sunday
M'l i io i f i i i i l u t l i r l , St .
Fellowship Award
The National Research Council
will again advise the National
Science Foundation in the selection
of candidates for the Foundation's
program of Graduate Fellowships.
Panels of eminent scientists and
engineers appointed by the Natio-
nal Research Council will evaluate
qualifications of applicants. Final
selection of Fellows will be made
by the Foundation, with awards to
be announced in March 1978.
Initial NSF Graduate Fellow-
ship awards are intended for
students at or near the beginning of
their graduate study. Eligibility is
limited to those individuals who,
as of the time of application, have
not completed post baccalaureate
study in excess of 18 quarter hours
or 12 semester hours, or equi-
valent. Subject to the availability of
funds, new fellowships awarded in
the Spring of 1978 will be for
periods of three years. The second
and third years are contingent on
certification to the Foundation of
the student's satisfactory progress
toward an advanced degree in
science.
These fellowships will be awar-
ded for study or work leading to
master's or doctoral degrees in the
mathematical, physical of science.
Awards will not be made in clinical,
education, or business fields, in
history or social work, for work
leading to medical, dental, law, or
public health degrees, or for study
in joint science-professional degree
programs.
Applicants must be citizens of
the United States, and will be
judged on the basis of ability. The
anual stipend for Graduate Fel-
lows will be $3,900 for a twelve-
month tenure with no dependency
allowances.
Applicants will be required to
take the Graduate Record Exam-
inations designed to test aptitude
and scientific achievement. The
examinations, administered by the
Educational Testing Service, will
be given on December 10, 1977 at
designated centers throughout the
United States and in certain
foreign countries.
The deadline date for the
submission of applications for NSF
Graduate Fellowships is December
1, 1977. Further information and
application materials may be ob-
tained from the Fellowship Office,




by Debby Green and Laurie Weltz
"Striving to increase Trinity's
involvement with its radio station,
WRTC has added a new feature to
the daily 5:30 news report. They
will now include personal com-
mentaries on political, social, local
and international issues. k\z time
will' be provided following each
broadcast' for those wishing to
express contrasting viewpoints.
"Hopefully:the majority of these,
commentaries will anger enough
people so that we will find it
difficult to schedule all the rebut-
tals," said WRTC news director
Dan Meyer, He did stress, how-
ever, that every pertinent rebuttal
would be aired. "We will be
looking for opinions taking every
s t a n c e . " •• •
Present commentators are Bruce
Johnson, who specializes in poli-
tical topics (Monday), Hugh Dres-
cher (Tuesday), Jordan Fried
(Wednesday), Peter Rosa (Thur-
sday), and Sarah Foster, who.
highlights issues pertaining to the '
Trinity campus (Friday). Last year
WRTC's total staff numbered
eighty; this year the news staff
alone numbers seventy five. Due to
the high level of competition
involved in becoming a regular
commentator, positions will
change. Anyone wishing to voice
their opinions on WRTC news
should contact Dan Meyer at
524-0505 or write to at Box 1878.
Classif ied^
FOR SALE
Koflach ski boots, size 11 medium,
good condition, used two seasons.
$35.00. Call 527-3151, Extension
432(Mrs.Kidder).
DISHWASHER WANTED
Mon.-Fri. (12:30 p.m.-l:30 ) in
return for meal (lunch). Two people
may alternate. Hobart machine.
Contact Psi-Upsilori Fraternity, 81




This week WRTC-FM begins its daily
I programming in the afternoons with a I
I classical listening experience. In the evenings
[WRTC offers several alternatives in News,
I Jazz, Rock and Special Programming. Watch!
- for our upcoming schedule publication; in the
I meantime why not join us at 89.3,..
Mystic Seaport Studii
Twenty-one students enrolled
in the first semester of the
Williams College-Mystic Seapdrt
Program in American Maritime
studies are now in residence at the
Seaport, studying maritime his-
tory, literature and sciences,
sciences.
,, Devoting their entire fall se-
mester to maritime studies, the
. students will take four Williams
College accredited classes in mari-
time history, literature, oceanogra-
phy or marine ecology and a
seminar about man's contemporary
uses and abuses of the sea. Each
student will also learn a practical
skill such as sailing, boatbuilding
or celestial navigation. A weeklong
voyage to Georges Bank and into
the Gulf Stream aboard the re-
search schooner Westward is plan-
ned at mid semester.
The program is open to under-
graduates from eighteen partici-
pating colleges, all private liberal
arts schools in New England and
New York. Most of the students are
sophomores and juniors and rep-
resent a variety of majors, ranging
from the sciences and American
studies to history and political
science.
Among the students this seme
ster is Trinity's Douglas Bowman
of New Canaan, Conn. In the full
group of participants, thirteen
colleges are represented, including
Vassar, Mount Holyoke, Well.
sley, Middlebury, Connecticut Col-
lege, Dartmouth, Williams, Union,
Hamilton, Smith, Bates and Wes'
ley an.
Program originator and director
is BenjaminW. Labaree, former
Ephraim Williams, Professor of
American History and now Adjunct















ArtCarved RING DAY only.
October 5th & 6th
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
RING DAY That's when the ArtCarved representative will be hereto help you select your custom-made college jewelry-It's also the day you can charge your ArtCarved
college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard.
College jewelry by


























Despite the intermittently inclement weather, this fall
season may, in its early weeks, be called successful. Our thus
far unbeaten Varsity Football and Women's Tennis teams
field strong squads: in the case of the racquet-women
probably their strongest ever. AH the other teams, despite an
occasional setback or two, look like they can hold their own
against any competition.
I've received a lot of nice compliments about the history of
football at Trinity series Tripod Sports has been running this
fall. Though we're still experimenting to find the best way to
ruin an antique photograph, things have worked out fairly
well. I'd like again to thank Peter Knapp of the College
Archives and Clara Fish of the Athletic Office for their
assistance and encouragement. I'd also like to thank Kathy,
Kathy, and Dave for their patience in the darkroom.
Starting this October Tripod Sports is bringing you two
new series. Sports' Genesis, which can be found occasionally
buried in within this column, will try to entertain you with the
origins of sports themselves: real history, not just Trinity
nostalgia, beginning next week. This week you can find
Hartford Happenings, which will endeavor to bring you some
of the athletic excitement that is going on in the thriving
metropolis that compasses us 'round. Today the Whalers and
Jim Bouton, tomorrow who knows?
The playoffs start tomorrow, to determine the pennant
winners for yet another season. The Millionaires against the
Nobodies in the American League, the Bruisers against Tom
Lasorda bleeding Dodger blue in the National. Personally, I
favor the Nobodies and the Bruisers. This year, as last, seems
to have packed all the excitement into the playoffs rather than
the World Series itself.
Man for man between the two NL contenders looks to me
like this: Catcher even; First base to LA; Second even; Short
to Phjl; Third to Phil (no matter how good Cey, Schmidt is
better); Left to Phil; Center to the Phils again; and Right to
LA. Their pitching is even too. The Dodgers have the best
starting staff, the Phils the best bullpen. Philadelphia also
has Steve Carlton. My money's on the Main Line.
The AL match-up looks like this: Catcher to NY; First to
NY; Second to NY; Short to KC; Third to NY; Left to KC;
Center even; Right to NY. Pitching here is wjerd. KC seems
to have the healthier and more consistent starting staff, and
the more well rounded bullpen. But the Yankees have Torres,
Gullett, and posibly Eduardo, with Sparky, and Dick in relief.
Then there's that rising young star Ron Guidry, who is the
key to a Yankee victory. He's got to prove himself as a clutch,
money pitcher this next week. I still like Kansas City, 'cause
the Yankees are obnoxious.
Well, I've had my say on the pennant race; we'll know by
next issue. I do hope we have much better weekend weather
for this football centennial homecoming. I have it on good
authority that Mrs. Daniel Jessee, wife of Trinity's late, great
gridiron mentor is coming up from Florida just to be here. It
will be good to have her back.
I just hope the weather cooperates. Its my birthday. ^
Bill Newell
by Nick Noble
One evening last spring I visited the Hartford Courant. My
mission was, I must admit,a selfish one: I had spotted an error in the
paper's daily Sports Trivia Question, and I wanted to correct it.
I was introduced to Bill Newell, the Courant Sports Editor, who
showed me into his office. We talked for almost twenty minutes. He
was very attentive, and examined the evidence I had brought with
keen interest. Our discussion concluded, he led me out into the,
clamor of sportswriters at work and sat me down at an empty desk.
There I typed up my "Letter to The Editor" and handed it to Mr.
Newell. He thanked me and shook my hand. As I was leaving, he
invited me to come back any time to watch the Courant Sports
Department in action, and maybe talk some more. I never did.
Last Sunday Bill Newell passed away.
I didn't know him very well. Our only .contact had been for the
half hour on that busy May evening. But I have never, before or since,
been treated with more kindness and understanding, and I am sad.
Schedule Changes
The Athletic Department has announced the following changes
in the fall schedule.
Tripod Sports presents them here, hopefully early enough so you can
change or make your plans.
JV Field Hockey vs. Briarcliff, scheduled for Oct. 10th, 3:30
Home has been CANCELLED.
JV Soccer vs. Wesleyan,scheduled for Saturday, Oct. 29, at 10:30 a.m.,
has been changed to Friday, Oct. 28th, at 3 p.m.
Trinity's lightweight crew w«fea wit evwy day to the eariy Bmnfaag hatf-Ugfct. The men area't en the
schedule, bat they too will race this Ml . photo by Scott Leventhal
Hartford Happenings
Hockey At Home In Hartford
by Nick Noble and
Nancy Lacas
Gordie Howe looked like a
forty-nine year old man, moved
like a forty-nine year old man, and
handled the puck and his stick like
he was still twenty-five. Bobby Orr
hobbled out onto the ice to receive
a whaling clock from the Whaler's,
a handshake from Gordie, and a
five minute standing ovation from
the crowd. He smiled, waved, and
was frequently embarrassed by the
obnoxiously overbearing an-
nouncer who prefaced his long-
winded songs of praise with
"Bobby "
But best of all, the New England
Whalers looked sharp, and played
some really good hockey in their 2-
2 tie with the Chicago Blackhawks
last Sunday night. They are a
tough, scrappy team, with a
favorable blend of young talent and
older experience.
Young, hustling Mike An-
tonovich, Gordie Roberts, Greg
Carroll , and the two • Howe
brothers, Mark and Marty, form
the fine, young nucleus of the
team. Defensively, bearded Rick
Ley is superb, and the superlative
•and stylish goaltending of Cap
Raeder, Louis Levasseur, and Al
Smith backs him up admirably.
John McKenzie, that former
Bruin, and Gordie Howe, that
former relic, give the team its
older, experienced guidance.
Sunday night against the
Blackhawks it was McKenzie who
rallied the team and made the
charge. Gordie Howe remains
Gordie Howe, slower and less
resilient, yet sharp, super, and
omniscient.
Perhaps the most impressive
thing Sunday night, and in their
Bouton Berates
by Nick Noble
Jim Bouton, former major
league pitcher and sometime
journeyman author and sport-
scaster, held a press conference
last Wednesday.,_ night at the
University of Hartford.
Bouton is best remembered for
two related but vastly dissimilar
accomplishments. He totaled an
impressive forty-one major league
victories between 1963 and 1964,
including two World Series
triumphs. His career went into a
tailspin after that, so he turned his
energies in a" different direction,
The best-selling "inside book"
about the major leagues, Bali Four,
resulted. I'm Glad You Didn't Take
It Seriously was his humorous
games against the Capitols (the
Whaler's first win against over an
NHL team) and against the
Rangers., was the spirit of the fans
and their support of the team,
which generated an air of
electricity in the Hartford Civic
Center.
Okay, so they were crushed by
the Bruins. They still have upheld
the respectability and validity of
the WHA, and have begun to make
Hartford a Hockey town.
Bronx Bombers
sequel recounting the reactions to
Ball Four and the adventures that
followed.
After the conference Bouton
addressed a large student audience
in the Holbrook Commons of
UHart's Gengras Student Union.
The ex-hurler had a few choice
comments to make about his
former team. "To me they are not
the New York Yankees," Bouton
said. "A couple of men from
Cleveland and Chicago bought a
bunch of guys who they dressed up
in Yankee baseball suits, so they
called them Yankees. They could
be Martians or something else.
They are simply buying a pennant.




Tune in on Saturdays and hear
Booby Parzych,
Chris Reeves, Tom Hunter
detail this week's action for you.
Air Time: 1:15









Lobby of Ferris Center
9-12 a.m.
Mon.-Fri. Oct. 3-Oct. 14
6@llsgi sport l i t * !
Weekly Specials:
• O.J. Simpson Footballs
full grain cowhide
$13.95 [blem.]
* Brooks Drake jogging shoes
closed out model $14.95
[not all sizes]
247-9905
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A Parade Gone By
Part Four:Professor Gettell And The Second Golden Era
by Nick Noble
Raymond Garfleld Gettell was a
brilliant scholar. His books and
papers were standard works in the
field of political science for a
quarter century. He was barely
twenty-six when he arrived at
Trinity in the fall of 1907, accepting
the position of Northam Professor
of History and Political Science,
and the chairmanship of that
department. That first autumn he
assisted Coach Landefeld with the
varsity, football being an extra-
curricular interest of his at Ursinus.
With Landefeld's departure the
post of Head Coach was left vacant.
Professor Gettell accepted the task
after much thought, with the
stipulation that his added services
"be without pay". In his six years
as Head Coach he posted an
amazing .720 winning percentage
(still a Trinity record) and Bantam
gridiron , achievements soared to
learning new plays at Westbrook, a
seashore resort on the Connecticut
Coast.
The 1907 squad posted a fine
6-2 record. The season's high
points were a closely contested 5-0
victory over Wesleyan, and a 94-0
trouncing of City College of New
York, the highest score ever
recorded by a Trinity football team.
In the fall of 1908 Landefeld was
again engaged to coach the team.
At the last minute however, the
Goach discovered that he could not
obtain a leave of absence from his
business long enough to coach the
team. So he was compelled to quit
the Trinity gridiron. In this emer-
gency the Athletic Association
turned to their quiet, brilliant
young History Chairman. The rest,
if you'll pardon the irony, is
history.
The 1908 squad was laboring
without much depth as they had
The game with the Cardinals from
Wesleyan was extremely close, but
the Bantams finally triumphed
14-13.
Ted Hudson, " t h e mighty
Hud", was the team's knight in
shining armor. Despite the fact that
Walter Camp, while espousing
Hud's greatness, neglected to
name him to his All-America team
that year, the critics and the
sportswriters had Hud on their All-
East teams, both offense and
defense.
Trinity was rated nationwide as
the leader among the small col-
leges, but more than that, for the
first and only time, the Bantams
were rated among the top ten
colleges and universities nationa-
lly. The Trinity 1911 football team
was ranked ninth in the nation, a
singular honor.
Profesor Gettell's final two
seasons at Trinity were just as
1911 UNDEFEATED photo courtesy of Trinity College Archives
Back row: Coach Gettell, Kinney, T.B. Moore, T.A. Moore, Fitzpatrick, G.D.,Howell, Jr., flMgr,
Humphrey. Front rwo: Cook, Ahem, Colleti, Capt. C.H.Howell, Bleeker, Hudson, Lawlor.
impressive as the first four. In two
years the team won eleven games
and lost only five. The five game
victory streak over Wesleyan was
broken, though.
Hudson's breakaway running,
his line smashing, and his heads up
defensive play were the toast of the
East. Walter Camp called him "the
best ground-gainer in the east"
while still failing (in his penchant
for large institutions) to name Hud
an All-American. The sportswriters
unanimously named Hudson twice
undreamed of heights.
In actuality this Golden Era
began two years before, with J.
Clinton Landefeld's elevens of 1906
and 1907. The 3-1-2 mark of '06
made it clear that Trinity's football
prospects were on the upswing.
The team performed admirably
under pressured situations.
1906 was also a strange year: a
watershed in the history of football
nationwide. The mass formations
had become so terrifying, the
entire game so horrifyingly brutal,
that public hue and cry.-was raised
against it. In that 1906 season a
young Cadet died during a Har-
vard-West Point conflict. The pro-
testing voices became so loud that
finally President Theodore Roo-
sevelt became involved. He pub-
licly declared that drastic measures
would have to be taken against the
playing of football in the country's
Universities and Colleges unless
steps were immediately under-
taken to reform the game.
Under the sponsorship of Cha-
ncellor Henry M. McCracken of
New York, a reform program was
begun. The forward pass and the
shortening of the halves to 30
minutes were two important im-
mediate results of this reform. The
modem game that evolved proved
the making of Trinity's light, quick
elevens of the decade to come.
Landefelt introduced "early
football" to the Trinity Varsity in
the fall of 1907. The team spent a
week . setting, into, shap
lost some stars to graduation «nd
the real world. Stellar among these
stars was Edwin J. Donnelly, the
'07 captain. His incredible work on
defense, and his quick, immediate
grasp of the new forward pass
concept had nominated him for the
honor of "all time best Trinity
football player". He surely was one
of the best.
Despite their handicaps Get-'
tell's first team produced a respec-
table 4-3-1 .nark, including a 43-0
victory over Wesleyan, Trinity's
most impressive showing ever
against her arch-rival.
Gettell's next two years de-
lighted Trinity Alumni and friencU
with successes. Thirteen games
were won and only two lost, (with a
pair of ties) in 1909 and 1910.
Wesleyan was beaten twice more,
12-6 and 5-0. Finally, in the fall of
1910 there arrived on the scene a
man who would be ultimately
considered Trinity's Gridiron God.
Only a freshman in '10, he spent
some time injured on the bench,
and some more time playing tackle,
but it was as a running back in
future years that this 200 pound
giant would star. His name was
Theodore Canfield Hudson, Jr.
"I am not very optimistic; I do not
look for as strong a team as last
year," announced Raymond Gettell
at the opening of the 1911
campaign. From that dismal pre-
diction blossomed a team that won
six games, tied two, and lost none:
Trinity's first undefeated season.
more to their All-East and All-Col-
lege elevens.
His players were shocked and
saddened when the good Professor
announced he was leaving to head
the Department of Government at
the University of Texas. Raymond
G. Gettell's contribution to the
growth and greatness of Trinity
football cannot be simply enumer-
ated. His grasp of the modern
game, and his handling of a
minimum ability and beyond trans-
cended mere excellence. His legacy
was to last a couple of years after
his departure. The tradition would
be carried on by Dr. John B. Price,
a teammate of Gettell's at Ursinus.
Price's first year was a winning
one. The 4-2-1 mark, while not as
glorious in the face of the Gettell
years, gave a feeling of security to
the future of Trinity football. A real
standout on the eleven's of 1914
and 1915 was Fred Castator. Huge,
massive, yet fast on his feet,
Castator shone as both a lineman
and a defensive back. He pounded
through the opponents, opening up
holes and landing crushing tackles.
His place in Trinity's niche of
heroes is secure.
A young freshman appeared on
the scene in the fall of 1915 who
would soon be the center of much
controversy. While performing
brilliantly on the field, the con-
troversy would rage around him,
and he would not return to the
Summit the following year. His
name was George V. Brickley.
Trinity's eligibility rules were
designed in light of the college's
smallness of size, and thus their
lack of reserve manpower of any
quality.
The eligibility rule of Trinity
College simply stated that a player
must be a legitimate candidate for
a degree with full academic stand-
ing and a required minimum of
academic achievement.
George Brickley from Evere.tt%
Mass, came to Trinity as a
Freshman in the fall of 1915, eager
to work, and liking to play football.
However, it was in high school
baseball that he had excelled, and
he had for a short time played
semi-pro ball to sharpen his skills.
The great Connie Mack of the
Philadelphia Athletics had given
him a tryout. But George decided
he wanted an education. He had
never played professional football, \
but that didn't stop the mote vocal !
critics and finger-waggers. |
Williams, Columbia, and N.Y.- j
U. all pointed accusingly and the j
InterCoIlegiate Amateur Athletic ;.
Association declared that any team -
playing Trinity would have all its '•
members branded professionals. '•
The newspapers took Brickley's
side, and ridiculed the i
l.C.A.A.A.'s decision by noting ?
that many college baseball teams!:
played authentic professional com-<
petition in pre-season games, and :
this had never tainted their |
amateur standing. •
Trinity stood by their eligibility.
principles and their young star,
Brickley performed like a manr,
possessed, racking up yardage and;
touchdowns against every oppon- j
ent. It was a great team, and for the j
second time in ten years, an j.
undefeated one. Their 5-0-2 record:
saw them ranked eleventh in the'
East and first among small col-,
leges. The team battled to a
scoreless tie with an eminently
stronger Brown team (Trinity had
twelve men to field, Brown sev-
enty-five). This same Brown squad
later went on to represent the East
in the Rose Bowl.
There was a bitter note to all of
this. Trinity, altered its elegibility
ruling-immediately following tin*-
. season, but laid down the exception
that the new rules would not apply
to those presently enrolled at the
college. Wesleyan took isue with
the exception and severed athletic
relations with the Bantams. They
did not meet again for five seasons.
There was' also a sad note,
George Brickley decided to leave
Trinity. Despite his amaz\.g per-
formance, the pressures and the
ordeal had taken their toll.
Thus came to a close the second
Golden Era of Trinity football. In
ten years time 67 percent of all
games played were won, and only
15 percent lost. 1255 points were
scored, and the defense held ten
years of opponents to only 369.
War, and fifteen years of
mediocrity loomed on the horizon,
But all that in its place.
This past v
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1915 U N D E F E A T E D
Top rows Jacson, Churchill, Nordstrom. Third
~- nrd. Second row: M
row! Coach Price, Breslln, Ives, Brickley, Vlzper,
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More Sports
This past week, the Trinity "S111 c o r n e r which was followed by
Ducks lost a tough decision to Yale Cal& connecting on a pair of
11-14, and destroyed Amherst 13-4. Penalty shots. Reilly drove inside
In addition, the Trinity "B" team water on his man and put a pop-shot
played Amherst "A" through two Pa s t t h e Y a l e 80a l i e <&tne ^^^ b.v
quarters and were edged 6-7. Wobst. Eberle was fantastic in
In the contest versus Yale, two of 8oal a s he netted four saves in the
Trin's key starters were unable to Quarter,
make the trip. The Ducks waded
Down 6-7 at. the start of the
second half, the minions of Trinity
dug in. The second half was
characterized by great play by both
teams and controversial calls by the
Ducks Bow To Bulldogs, Wow Lord Jeffe
hungry sharks. Within the first
referees. Of the seven Eli goals in minute of play, Rob Calgi split the
the half, four were scored on man- Amherst goal off a perfect pass
up situations. Yale spurted to a two
goal lead (9-7) before Reilly
connected from the outside off the
. assist of Wobst. Sophs Kitzman
and Ted Cheesman-Murphy played
stallar defense. Hinton connected
on Trin's other goal in the quarter.
Down 8-11, Trin set to launch
their final assault on the Bulldogs.
Reilly drove the middle and
into the Kiphuth Pool led by co-
captains Kent "N'Chaka" Reilly
and Scott "Den" MacDonald.
An intense defense battle
developed during the first quarter as
neither team was able to open up
their offense. Wobst, playing
defensive-hole, continually stole the
ball or drew a foul on the rattled
Yale center-forward. Hinton,
Katzman, and MacDonald alter-
nately double-teamed on the Yale
center-forward to further stymie the
Eli attack. Hinton connected on an
outside shot for Trin's only score in
the quarter, as they trailed 1-2.
In the second quarter, both
teams' offenses began to open up
despite fine defensive play. Yale
opened the quarter by scoring three
straight goals to go up 5-1. Reilly
put in a screeching shot from the
J.V. Soccer: Trin Trims MIT
by Mike McGovern. MIT, keeping pressure on the
Left-wing Bob Rieth contributed Bantam defense, finally tied the
a goal and an assist as the Trinity score before intermission.
Junior Varsity Soccer team defeated The second half saw a different
MIT in its first regular season game Trinity team. Playing with the wind,
last Saturday in Cambridge. the Bantams had much more
Rieth, with only 45 seconds success with long passes in the air.
expired in the game, sent a corner Hustling, they also beat the op-
kick to Jake Shepard, whose header position to many loose balls. Rieth
gave the Bantams an immediate 1-0 finally put the visitors back on top
lead. They were, however, unable to as his corner kick from the right side
tally again in the first half. MIT swerved into the net off the goalie's
played a very spirited and aggressive hands.
MIT did not let up, however,
and threatened the Bantam
pummelled the Yale goal off a feed
from Calgi. Ahmed Ahmed pitched
a fantastic lob shot over the Eli
goalie from forty-feet out to give
Trin their tenth goal. Reilly closed
out the Duck's scoring on a lob
shot from the right corner while
fully submerged under water.
The Ducks journeyed up to
Amherst Saturday looking for
revenge of last years' controversial
tie game. The Ducks took to the
Lord Jeff pool like a school of
from Rich Katzman. Franck Wobst
canned a goal. Kent Reilly put a
shot through the Amherst goal to
give Trin a 3-0 lead in the first
quarter. In the second quarter,
Trin opened up the game vaulting
to an 8-2 lead. Ahmed Ahmed
swept a scorching shot by the
Amherst goalie. Reilly proceeded
to score three straight goals. Calgi
and Reilly executed a perfect
layback-shot play where Calgi went
on his back and scored the goal.
The first half was characterized by
the tenacious defense the Ducks
have known to play. Wobst,
Katzman, Hinton, and MacDonald •
continually broke apart the
Amherst offense while goalie
Eberle contributed superb saves.
The Ducks thoroughly dominated
the second half as they freely
substituted their bench.
The Trinity JV's were edged by
Amherst "A" 6-7 Saturday nite.
After a slow first quarter, the "B"
squad finally got it together as they
outscored their counterparts 4-2 in
the second quarter.Frosh Szve
Spencer was spectacular in the nets
as he made ten saves. The Ducks
journey to U. Conn, and Southern
Conn, this week
Field Hockey Downed By Williams, Terminate Tufts
Women's Field Hockey goals were scored in the first half of T u f t 'S tefT"Olyi F r e s n m a n Do« i«
defense, while the field was narrow
and dirt-covered.
suffered many fullbacks Tom Chase, Tim Henry,
addition, a strong and Paul Haughton.
Trinity has two home games this
surface,
turnovers.
wind blowing off the Charles madeg ade y
the crosses and goal kicks of the JV week. Coast Guard at 3:00 on
W d d d S t d t 1130booters sometimesbounds.
sail out of Wednesday and Saturday at 11:30
vs. Williams.
Frosh Suffer Setback
y Nancy Lucas proficient as it had been in the past,
. . . . with Romano connecting only twice
A t •„, u ™° u- * !
m T / <* eig^ t i m e s . o n c e t o B iU L u f ey f o r
defeated by Cheshire Academy, 14- a ^ ^ g a i n md t o S e a n F i n .
freshman
7. Coach McPhee said he was "very
disappointed", as were the players.
The offense did very little, with the
exception of Dan Jacobs, who
picked up 62 yards rushing in the
fourth quarter. Jacobs also played
exceptionally well on defense. He m a r c k had
continuously broke through the
Cheshire blockers to annihilate the
ball carrier.
In addition to Jacobs, co-capt.
Chip McKeehan, Frank Fitzgerald,
negan, a short drop pass over the
middle which turned out to be a 15
yard play.
There were, however, some
bright spots in a frustrating,
penalty-ridden game. Tom Kach-
interceptkm early in
the first quarter, Jacobs had a
fumble recovery, and John
Braskamp punted extremely well,
averaging 40.4 yards a punt.
g g y p
Coach McPhee has faith in hisand Frank Netcoh played very well. i c k l dwindling ranks, though,
The defensive team did an excellent md b e U e v e s ^ h hd
^
1 he defensive team did an excellent md b e l i e v e s ^ ynth some hard
Quarterback Paul Romano work this coming week and a few
I * rushed well picking up the only less bad breaks, the "Big Blue" of
Trinity touchdown of the afternoon. Trinity can beat Williams, next
The passing game was not as Friday at 3:00, home.
Football
I cont. from p 16
sent Bates reeling. The Bantam
defense caged the Bobcats the rest
.of the way preserving the 14-7.
victory.
In post-game remarks, Coach
Miller had particular praise for the
inseparable McGowan-Rickert-
McNamara triad. He also cited the
outstanding pass protection given
by the offensive line.
Soccer
cont. from p. 16
stronger in the second half. How-
ever, MIT maintained control and
tallied the first goal in the 58th
minute. Trin never managed to
mount any significant counter-
attack and MIT scored again
in the 79th minute to close out the
scoring. Both goals were in close
and goalie Al Waugh had little
chance to save either one.
The soccer team's hopes for a
successful season seem to rest on
this week's home openers against
Babson and Williams. Hopefully, a
vociferous home crowd will be the
catalyst that overcomes. Trin's
ii
displayed top-notch playing against
Williams last Wednesday, Sept. 28.
Despite the agressiveness of the
team, Trinity went down in defeat
7-4. Trinity took a 2-0 lead in the
first 12 minutes of play with goals
by Freshmen Lisa Lorillard and
Kim Henning. Williams quickly
retaliated scoring three times
before the first half was over.
Williams continued their
aggressive play throughout the
second half adding four more goals
to their score. Trinity, feeling the
pressure, fought back. Two goals
were scored by Tina Poole but
Trinity was unable to bridge the
gap. Both teams played an of-
fensive game. Williams is definitely
one of the toughest opponents
Trinity will face this season.
The women's Junior Varsity
took revenge by winning their
game 4-3. Three of the four Trinity
the game; the first by Dottie Bundy
and the other two by Ro Spier and
Katie Jebb. Bundy scored again ten
minutes into the second half.
Williams, trying to bring home
another win, scored three goals but
time ran out.
Bundy was brought up to replace
her and added a goal of her own to
close the first half at 3-0 for Trinity.
Continuing the momentum of
the previous half, Trinity went on to
score three more goals, two by Tina
Poole and another by Brown,
bringing the score to 6-0. The
Both teams, aiming to improve Varsity defense played an out-
their records, travelled north to
Tufts University on Saturday, Oct.
1. Flaying on a very poor field,
standing game led by fullbacks
Mackenzie and Plough. Captain
Olivia Brown led the team to its well
Trinity women exhibited great skill deserved win after the disappointing
Having difficulty trapping and goal u n t u the final gun. Helping to




outhustting the Jumbos to a lop-
sided score of 6-0. Trinity, clearly
the better team, kept the ball down
in Tufts territory for the majority of
the game. Capitalizing on a couple Spier, the J.V. outplayed Tufts by
of opportunities, Trinity pulled to a keeping the ball in the opponents
quick 2-0 lead with goals by Olivia end for the entire game. Other goals
Brown and Kim Henning. Three were scored by Muffy Rogers and
quarters of the way into the first
half-, Center forward Susie
Saltonstall injured her right knee as
she fell while carrying the ball into
Keene Crushes C.C. 15-48
by Alex Magoun "What do you expect when one female. Fun bus trips to foreign
Alright, even a sportswriter is t e a m m n s 7 0 m i l e s p e r w e e k t o the
^ other's 30 during the summer?"
Williams' loss. Spunky Ann Warner
played her best game in goal.
Trin's J.V. went on to victory by
the exact same score. Led by two
goal scorers Suzanne Herr and Ro
Captain Katie Jebb.
Trinity hosts Amherst on Oct.
6 at 3:00 and WAestern Conn.,
Sat., Oct. 8 at 11:00. See you there.
entitled to a few mistakes. Come
on, an inspired attitude and a win
over some middle-aged distance
runners mean nothing to a Keene
State cross-country team looking to
finish near the top at the NCAA
Division III championships,
anyhow. Junior Steve Lavorgne
broke his own course record over
Keene's 5.15 mile course Saturday
with a 15:09 time in leading five
other K.S. runners to a shutout.
Trinity's John Sendor finished
strongly to take seventh in 28:10,
while Alex Magoun placed eighth,
13 seconds behind him. Jon
Sandman, Dan Howe, and Bob
Williams completed the Bantam
scoring.
The hardy harriers could only
chalk up the meet as a learning
experience and hope Keene won't
be scheduled for next year.
Sendor succinctly commented,
He's right, so the team looks to the
next three meets as the key to the
season. Trinity races with Eastern
Conn, at Conn. College October
5th and has its first home meet
Saturday against Union and ar-
chrival Williams. Their last home
meet is the following Wednesday
against Wesleyan. Good seats are
still available along the long walk,
fraternity row, Summit Street, as
well as at the start and finish by the
cannons.
Off and Running: This is a
serious announcement. The team
needs a manager, preferably (very)
campuses and a picture in the
yearbook await the lucky young
lady who accepts this job. No
experience necessary, just contact
Professor Ralph Walde (522-3586),
Professor Miller Brown (633-2524),
or co-captains Howe and Sendor by
the locker room steps at 3:30 PJM.
during this week. Lanier Drew is
still waiting to see some more
members of the women's team
which runs this Wednesday...Co-
captain Howe, respecting the
team's potential, has abstained
from the use of alcoholic beverages
for the season. He spent his 21st
birthday last Sunday on quieter
activities^
Attention: All Wrestlers
Wednesday, October 5th, 8:00 p.m. Tanslll Conference Room
Ferris Athletic Center
1st Organizational Meeting! Meet the new coach, hew captains, new
schedule, and new uniform! This is also your big chance to order the
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BROTHERS JOHNSON • KISS
STEVE FILLER BKND • RITk COOLIDGE
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Strongest Women's TennisTeam EverTopsWilliams Tuft*
by Ellen Sherman nings (#1) and Betty Wallace (#2) *oi a 6-1 7-5 triumph. decisively." •* $ J "*
F o r t h e J - V " f l r s t a n d s e c o n d The storm clouds followed the a m 1 S f i n d v Y p a H p v „„ ,„ ,_ . ,
by Ellen Sherman
Last Wednesday afternoon, un-
der a sky dark with rain clouds, the
Trinity netwomen wrought a storm
of their own as they altered the
course of Trinity tennis history with
an unprecedented victory over
Williams. Williams, notoriously
Trinity's toughest opponent, stru-
ggled determinedly before suc-
cumbing: Varsity 7-2, J.V. 3-2.
The most significant factor
owing to the Bantam win is the
remarkable depth of this year's
squad. Sophomores' Wendy Jen-
nings (#1) and Betty allace (#2)
exercised skill and confidence to
down their opponents 6-3, 6-3 and
6-2, 6-4 respectively. In the number
three position, freshwoman Eileen
Kern encountered some difficulty
before taking her first set 7-6 in a
5-4 tie-breaker, but she took the
second set handily, 6-0. Returning
seniors Barbara Fischer, Vivi Dun-
klee, and Ellen Sherman rounded
out the top six sweep with
impressive wins. In addition, the
second doubles team of Holly
Doremus and Dede Seeber rallied
  J. ., first and second
singles players' Isabelle Aronsohn
and Cathy Schwartz literally fought
duels at dusk but ultimately
outlasted their opponents in 3-set
bouts. Third singles Stapley Won-
ham won quickly 6-2, 6-4.
Coach Jane Millspaugh com-
mented on the match . "Though
Williams was weaker than they've
been in the past, our team is
stronger than ever. It's exciting to
have beaten them for the first
time particularly because the wo-
men really put out and won quite
decisively."
The storm clouds followed the
netwomen to Tufts Saturday Oct-
ober 1st, but the team's spirit
remained unaffected by them. In
fact, the Varsity Bantams stomped
the (not so) Jumbos 6-3. The day's
most inspired win was posted by
Captain Jennings who competed
resolutely to win 7-6, 6-4. That
dynamic doubles duo of Doremus-
Seeber won easily 6-0, 6-4 while the
third doubles team of Susie Pratt
and Sandy Yearley employed sta-
mina and strategy to overcome
their opponents 2-6, 6-2, 7-5. Only
three Tufts' women could be
recruited to face the Trin JV, and
two of them lost.
The team's record is now 3-0,
and the forecast for the future is
sunny.
Soccer Wins Opener,Falls To M I T .
by Randy Pearsafl
The Trinity Soccer team opened
the 1977 season on Tuesday with a
3-2 victory over a well-coached
Central Connecticut squad. Alth-
ough -playing on an unusually
narrow and slippery field, the
Bantams jumped out to a 2-0
halftime lead.
•• Central opened the game with
a strong offense that was aided by a
powerful wind. However, Trinity
net minder Al Waugh turned in a-
superlative performance, parrying
thirteen first-half shots. The Bants
gradually unleashed their counter-
attacking offense and the mom-
entum soon began to change.
Trinity's offensive efforts fina-
lly were rewarded when Lenahan's
shot was caught by a fullback and
Kevin Maloney pushed home the
first goal with a penalty kick. Later
In the half;- Jeremy Meyer threw in
a long pass to Joe Capasso, who
cleanly beat the goalie with a crisp
head. Other first half highlights
were turned in by Meyer on a
length of the field "Beckenbower"
rush, and by tri-capt. Tom Lene-
han, who created several offensive
thrusts.
As the second half opened, the
outcome of the game did not seem
in doubt. Trin received solid
defense from Piezak, Slade, and
Fleming, but a sudden denfensive
mix-up resulted in two quick
Central goals. Fortunately, the
offense generated a clutch goal'
when Greg Madding was_ tripped
and Savino converted a penalty
shot into the game winner.
As the second half opened, the
outcome of the game did not seem
in doubt. Trin received solid
defense from Piezak, Slade, and
Fleming, but a sudden defensive
mix-up resulted in two quick
Central goals. Fortunately, the
offense generated a clutch goal
when Greg Madding was tripped
and Savino converted a penalty
shot into the game winner.
Other strong individual perfor-
mances were turned in by Fresh-
men Brown and Kahn. Defen-
sively, Einstein, Medford, and
Pearsall were solid in the backfield.
The Bantams traveled to Boston
on Saturday and a tough MIT team
dealt Trinity its first defeat of the
young season, 2-0. MIT dominated
most of the game as the Bants
seemed unable to overcome the
long road trip and the poor field
conditions. Trinity was also ham-
pered by some serious injuries.
Starting fullback Bill Dodge, a
serious scoring threat on specialty
plays, has now missed the first two
games this year due to a back
injury. Another starting fullback,
Steve Sla'de, was knocked out of
action early in the game with MIT
after a hard collision while fighting
for a head ball. Hopefully, both
players will return for Trin's home
opener against Babson this Wed-
nesday.
In the first half, the Bantam
Booters rarely looked sharp. MIT
capitalized on every opportunity
only to have their attempts at
scoring thwarted by strong perfor-
mances by Fleming, Meyer, and
Piezak. Efforts to contain the
surging MIT team negated all
Trin offense, which registered only
four shots in the first year.
Led by the agressive' play of
. Lenahan, Kahn, and Madding, the
Trinity men came out a little
cont. on page 15
Wend> Jennlngh slant* a hard return against Williams In the lein
opener. P " 0 1 0 DY A l" r ' """ '"
by Chris Mosca
In the middle of the seemingly
endless bus ride to Bates, Senior
guard Scott Coyne posed the
question "Who'd ever build a
school in Lewiston, Maine?" Nev-
ertheless the distant town was the
site of the Bantam's second victory
in as many games this season, a
14-7 squeaker over the Bates
Bobcats,
Considering the field condi-
Defense Dynamite As
Bantams Beat Bates Bobcats 14-7
tions, it was amazing enough that
21 points were scored that day.
Heavy rains began on Friday night
and continued just prior to game-
time, making the field ideal for a
mob of mudslingtng nursery
schoolers but totally unsuitable for
two football teams. Both clubs have
tremendous passing ability, but
neither was able to display any due
to the soggy turf and wet ball.
In the first quarter, however,
Bates put together a seventy-one
yard scoring drive which was
capped by a two yard T.D. plunge.
It turned out that the Bantam
defense just needed some time to
get warmed up as they proceeded
to shutout the Bobcats the rest of
the way.
Offensively, in the first half
Trinity couldn't get untracked. In
the second quarter, a Bantam drive
was stalled deep in Bates territory
JeH MaUher [aeatedl gestares and B m y Dorfnsiw teapa In exultation a Co-Capt. Moose POBUB
records one;of his searing sacks on A e Bobcat QB. Other Baatemis axe Floyd Monroe #28, and Brian
••• O ' D o n o g h u e #55.;..:;..;;:;>;:: •: ; •,£: ;.;•::.. ^^':^':':^fi
:.',:f:.::i;:. -,;:;Kii: ?:o,:.. ̂ i:s :^j;\K ^•^•••'>k^ photo by ̂ my Polayes • '•:; '
and Bill McCandless attempted a
34 yard field goal. His boot sailed
just wide to the right and the
offense was' frustrated again. One
player explained, "we start driving
and pick up two or three first,
downs, but a penalty of missed play
would set us back. We just couldn't
get it going."
When the Bants finally scored it
was in dramatic fashion. On the
fourth down with only ten seconds
remaining in the half, junior QB
Mike Foye dropped back and
uncorked a 46 yard TD pass to
sophmore split end Pat McNamara
who leaped over two defenders and
made a brilliant catch at the flag for
the Bantam score. McCandiess
drilled the extra point and Trinity
had tied it up at the half 7-7.
Sometimes a desperation play
that ties up a game just before the
half has a demoralizing effect on
the team that had held the lead.
This was not the case with the
pesky gang from Bates who
stormed out for the second half as if
the McNamara TD never hap-
pened. The Bates offense continu-
ally hammered away but couldn't
score as the bend but never break
Trinity defense came up with the
big play when it was needed. In the
pits it was all "Moose" Poulin. The
Bantam co-captain was immense
the entire afternoon as he hit on 5
sacks, an encredible effort. Anoth-
er key playmaker was sophmote j
Tom McGowan. j
With the game deadlocked and ;
4 minutes remaining in the thW ;
quarter, Bates gambled on thiro ,
and two from their own 10 yar0 ;
line. Hugo Colasante, the scrappy
Bates QB scrambled right anO
threw. McGowan, guarding
zone perfectly, picked off the toss
and darted down the sideling Wf
the score. i
Bates refused to roll over, a«o
came back again in the fourtn
quarter driving from their own *
to a first down on the Trinity. •
Nothing stirs up the heart o?.
y football purist more than the g«
line stand here the Banta |
turned in a classic ertort. . .
and company dug in, stuffed tnr^
running plays, and f o r c e d , n .
incomplete pass. The interestang
part of a goal line stand is tn
when the offense takes over, tn i
must get the ball out of p o ° ^ e
position. This situation .set.' .
stage for the Jim VkfartJ*"^
The bruising fullback who ^ .
impressively all afternoon, "u» _
his way to "two first downs ge«' ?
the Bants out of immediate . . W * .
When the drive stalled on
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f ot f hmore punter
Plumber answered the w
spiked a booming 48 ya rd«
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